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The Mark of True Discipleship

J

Rev. Wybren
Oord

“To the Jews who had believed him, Jesus said, ‘If you hold to my
teaching, you are really my disciples. Then you will know the truth,
and the truth will set you free.’”
— John 8:31–32

Jesus spoke these words while
He was in the temple during
the Feast of Tabernacles. He
spoke them to encourage
those who believed in Him.
His desire was to strengthen
their faith, intensify their
resolution, and inspire them to
perseverance.
In the audience to which Jesus spoke
were two kinds of people: those who
believed in Him and those who did
not. From the conversation Jesus had
with them throughout this chapter,
it appears that most of His listeners
did not believe in Jesus with a saving
faith. Like Nicodemus, they believed
that Jesus was sent from heaven and
therefore deserved a hearing. At
first, they listened out of curiosity;
their curiosity became interest, and
their interest became faith. Jesus
saw their faith and knew that it was
not as strong as it ought to be. It was
not a bright flame, but it was a flame,
nonetheless. Jesus would never crush
the young flicker of faith he saw in
His followers. Instead, He fanned
it and made it grow stronger. He
emphasized the necessity of having a
true faith in Him—a faith that would
mark them as true disciples of Jesus.
Such a faith characterizes itself by
holding fast to the teachings of Jesus.

Hold on to My Teaching
These words contain an exhortation,
a warning, and a promise. The
exhortation is “hold to my teaching.”
Be loyal to the end. The word hold
means “to stay, to dwell, to abide.”
Jesus instructed His followers to settle
down in His teaching, to make their
home in His words. Today we would
say that Christians need to internalize
what Jesus had to say.
Christianity is not a race that you can
start and then give up before you come
to the end. Rather, the Christian must
keep on running and not falter. The
warning Jesus gave was that the real
battle as a follower of Jesus Christ was
yet to take place. Temptations, trials,
and persecution would come. The
flickering faith of those who trusted
in Jesus would be severely tested. It
was easy for people to believe in Jesus
as He performed miracles in their
midst and spoke to them with great
authority, but would they continue to
hold fast to His words in the future?
If they wanted to be disciples of Jesus,
they needed to persevere to the end,
even when things appeared bleak.
This warning certainly remains
relevant today. There are many
people who claim to believe in Jesus
Christ. They admire Him and follow
His teachings. The test for true
discipleship, however, is not mere

profession but also loyalty to the words
of the Master in all circumstances and
conditions.
Such a test is not an easy one. It is not
easy to be a follower of Jesus Christ.
We have a sinful nature and are
prone to err and go astray. Our Lord
is certainly well aware of that and
therefore does not require faultless
devotion. He does, however, require
continued devotion. He requires
loyalty and perseverance. When
temptations come, He wants us to
stand up against them. If the battle
is hard, He expects us to try all the
harder. The test of true discipleship is
unflinching and undaunted loyalty.

Hold On to Me
If we have been called to hold on to
the words of Christ, we must also
hold on to Him. If we abide in His
word, we must also abide in Him.
We must have true fellowship with
Jesus Christ before we can ever obey
His commands and keep His word.
Just as the branch is connected to the
vine and receives nourishment from
the vine, so also we must be united
to Christ in order that we may be
nourished and given spiritual energy
to endure. If we abide in Christ, the
fruit of our lives will be seen in our
faithfulness to His word.
To be a Christian means that, before
everything else in our lives, we must
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have union with Christ. The true
follower of Christ is one who has
tasted the spark of new life from God
through the Holy Spirit. There must
be that seed before there can be a
plant. We must first have a life of faith
before we can have a life of action.
Christ lives in those who are His own.
He loves them with an eternal love.
The Christian responds to the love he
receives from Christ by loving Christ.
Loving Christ demands confession;
confession of Christ demands loyalty
to Him. Such loyalty is the fruit
of the union between Christ and
the believer. He has been united to
Christ by an indissoluble tie. He is
likeminded with Christ and has a love
for Him and His teaching. He is so
loyally devoted to Christ that even if
it would be counted a disgrace to be
regarded as His follower, he would
nevertheless cling to Him to the point
of laying down his life for Him.

Hold On to My Word
The fact that one is holding on to
Christ and holding on to His word
becomes evident as the fruit of the
Spirit grows within the believer. Being
rooted in Christ and producing good
fruit go hand in hand. Jesus said,
“By their fruits you will know them”
(Matthew 7:16). The signs of life prove
the presence of life. While one may
not be

able to see the root, one can certainly
see the fruit as clear evidence that the
root is present.
The word of Christ, to which the
Christian must hold, is everything
He taught while He was here on this
earth. In other words, His word is His
teaching. Obviously, His words do not
conflict with the words of the apostles
who wrote after Him nor the prophets
who wrote before Him. They spoke
under the guidance of Christ through
the Holy Spirit. To hold to the words
of Christ is to hold to the entire Word
of God as we find it in the Scriptures:
not only the New Testament but
also the Old Testament, not only
the gospels but also the epistles, not
only the history and the doctrine
but also the prophecy, not only the
promises but also the principles and
the precepts.
Abiding in His word, then, means that
we choose His Word as the sphere
in which we live, think, and act. We
who are children of the covenant have
been born and bred within the sphere
of the Word. We have the precious
Word of God in our homes. We have
attended worship all our lives. We
have been taught the Word of God
in our homes, our churches, and
our schools. We have been under its
influence all our lives.
To hold fast to the teaching of
God’s Word means to
receive and apply
the Bible as
the rule
f o r

faith and practice. We are to use it as
the final criterion by which our whole
lives, both inward and outward, are
controlled. The Bible is to be the
guiding principle for our lives. We
are to cling to its redemptive message
as the one great Rock for our souls,
believe its promises, and obey its
precepts.
As we mature, God expects us to
make a response to the instruction
that we have received. Will we remain
under its influence and hold fast to
its teachings? Will we remain in the
sphere in which we were raised? Will
our devotion to it grow as we do? Will
we teach it to our children? Those are
important questions, because holding
fast to the word and abiding in Jesus
are the marks of true discipleship.
At a recent lecture I attended, it was
reported that 67 percent of young
people do not hold fast to the words
of Christ. They leave the church.
Those are alarming numbers! All
too often the youth in the church
feel that they are under some harsh
restraint because of their upbringing
and because of the church. They feel
fenced in by the Word of God. They
long to climb over the fence to find
newfound freedoms. They want a
wider sphere where they can indulge
in more pleasure. Many Christian
colleges are known as drinking
colleges where students—free from
their mother’s apron strings for
the first time—experiment with all
manner of worldly pleasures. It also
happens at home when parents do
not lay down certain rules for their
“mature” children.
With their new-found freedom
they become promiscuous in their
relationships. After all, they are
free—free to get pregnant, free to
get sexually transmitted diseases.
They go out drinking because
they are free—free to get
drunk, free to get hangovers,
free to have blackouts, free
to become alcoholics. “Yes,”
they argue, “we are free

from God and His laws.” They are free
to do their own thing, free to make
up their own minds and go their own
way—free to pave their own way to
hell.
Much of that, I dare say, comes from
a two-kingdom theology that many
Christians have adopted. Whereas
in the past, every square inch of our
human existence was considered
under Christ’s domain (A. Kuyper),
today many Christians have separated
the church from the world. On
Sundays, they go to church; the rest
of the week belongs to the world, and
the church need not interfere. Though
many would deny this theology and
speak openly against it, they carry it
out in practice.
Consider the question of consuming
alcohol. Scripture does not forbid the
use of alcohol. Just as it is not money
that is the root of all evil, but the love
of money, so it is not the use of alcohol
that is evil, but the misuse of it that
Scripture frequently warns against.
Jesus’ first miracle was turning
water into wine at the wedding of
Cana (John 2). Still, I never cease
to be amazed at how protective and
defensive people are of their right to
consume alcohol—and lots of it—to
the degree that church councils have
discussed how they can guard against
the abuse of alcohol at wedding
receptions. Time and time again,
however, they are told that wedding
receptions are out of the council’s
“jurisdiction.” While people expect
a beautiful God-focused wedding at
the church, many think that they can
raise hell at the reception (and I have
been to enough receptions to believe
that I am using the phrase correctly).
This is two-kingdom theology,
pure and simple. Remember
that true Christianity consists in
an unwavering and consistent
continuance in the Word of God. It
is not a matter of reading the Bible
one day and discarding it the next. It
is not worshipping God on Sunday
and denying Him throughout the

week. It is not a passive, indifferent
acknowledgment of Christ as Savior.
It is living with Him as the Lord of
your life.
The test for true discipleship is not
mere profession but also loyalty
to the words of the Master in all
circumstances and conditions. Every
square inch of our lives must be a
constant seeking to bring glory to
God. A glass of wine at dinner or a
toast to the bride and groom can be
done in an honorable, God-glorifying
manner. As soon as we take alcohol
consumption out of the sphere that
seeks to bring glory to God, we place
into the totally depraved sphere of
self-gratification. In such a sphere,
the use of alcohol quickly becomes
the abuse of alcohol. Abiding in His
Word means that we choose His Word
as the only sphere in which we live,
think, and act. To claim any sphere as
outside of His Word is two-kingdom
theology.

Hold on to My Truth
True freedom is not found by breaking
away from restraint but by seeking
knowledge for truth. Truth makes one
free. Freedom never means escape
from restraint. It means obedience
to the Word of God. That obedience
comes not out of obligation, nor does
it come because we think we can earn
our salvation. It is rejoicing in the
truth that God so loved the world that
He sent His Son into this world to save
His people from their sins. It comes
out of gratitude for the salvation
that has been earned for us through
Jesus Christ. Jesus said, “If you love
me, you will obey what I command”
(John 14:15). Obeying what Christ
commands comes as a result of God’s
love and the sanctifying work of the
Holy Spirit in us.
Unfortunately, those who heard Jesus
speak responded in the same way
that many people respond today.
They were insulted that Jesus would
say they that they were not free and
therefore still in bondage. After all,

they were children of Abraham! They
had never been slaves to anyone! They
had become so blind that they did
not see their bondage to Rome—and
worse—their bondage to Satan. Jesus
told those who thought they were free
that they were sinners. They needed
the life-giving blood of His sacrifice
to make them free. In the garden of
Eden, Adam thought he could have
freedom by disobeying God and
thereby he fell into sin, becoming
a slave to Satan. All the children of
Adam were born as slaves to Satan.
Jesus Christ, the second Adam, died
for our sins. By doing so, He has freed
from bondage those who abide in
Him. And “if the Son sets you free,
you are free indeed” (John 8:36).
In that truth we find our freedom.
Everything else is untruth and leads
only to bondage. To be under the
gracious influence of the Word of
God is to be truly and joyfully free.
To break with this gracious influence
from God is to place ourselves under
the bondage of Satan, who seeks only
our destruction.
The followers of Jesus Christ are not
under bondage. On the contrary, they
alone know the truth, and that truth
has made them free. Other may seek
it—they may search the world over—
but as long as they reject the Word of
God, they will not find it. By abiding
in the Word of our Lord and Master,
Jesus Christ, we prove ourselves to
be disciples indeed. The rewards for
being His disciples are the knowledge
of truth and the enjoyment of the
glorious freedom of being a child of
God.

Rev. Wybren H. Oord is the
co-pastor of the Trinity United
Reformed Church in Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada, and the editor of
The Outlook.
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The Duty of Discipleship: Edifying the
Church Intergenerationally

Rev. William
Boekestein

C

Christian discipleship is deceptively simple. When spiritually mature people
convey their piety to others, discipleship is taking place. The good news is
that discipleship doesn’t require scientific studies, tactical gurus, or expensive
materials. But here is the bad news: if either ingredient is lacking—spiritual
maturity or the communication of spiritual disciplines—discipleship cannot
take place. In either case, God’s plan for the extension of his kingdom is
neglected and the church suffers.

Assessing the Situation
The
evidence
suggests
that
increasingly adults are unable to fulfill
the first criterion for discipleship.
They are getting older but they are
not maturing. A recent study by
the Barna group indicates “that
personal spiritual development is a
secondary consideration for millions
of [American Christians].” George
Barna comments that “Americans
focus on what they consider to be
most important; faith maturity is not
one of them.”1 The fact is, you cannot
give what you do not have.
In addition, those who are maturing
are not always discipling the young.
According to another study, while
ninety percent of Americans believe
it is their duty to teach religious
values to their children, “a majority of
parents do not spend any time during
a typical week discussing religious
matters with them.”2 “The research
discovered that tens of millions
of parents are satisfied by simply
enrolling their children in church
programs”3
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The combination of immature adults
and disconnected youth results
in a “perfect storm” that wreaks
havoc in the church in several ways.
First, a breakdown in discipleship
perpetuates the increasing generation
gap in the church, which flies in the
face of God’s plan to build up his
church intergenerationally. Second,
failure in discipleship wastes valuable
Christian energy. The church is made
up of millions of energetic, bright
young people who, instead of being
useful in God’s kingdom will, without
discipleship, struggle to learn on their
own what should have been passed on
to them. Attempting to learn by trial
and error, they will endure needless
pain of failure. It should go without
saying that mature adults should not
sit back and watch their children
make the same mistakes they did.
Finally, a disintegration of crossgenerational discipleship affirms the
anti-Christian message that the old
are useless. According to the Bible
nothing could be further from the
truth.

Discipleship through
Modeling
One of the best places to see God’s
vision for true discipleship in the
church is Titus 2, where God sets
forth three important components.
Mature saints are to be a pattern or
example of good works. Paul wrote to
Titus: “In all things, [show] yourself
to be a pattern of good works” (2:7).
The Greek word that Paul uses for
pattern is the basis for our English
word type. If you have seen the type
hammer of a typewriter slam against
the ribbon and paper, you understand
Paul’s concept. Each hammer holds
an individual type that is able to
make copies of itself. Paul is saying
to mature Christians, “You are the
type of good works; make a good
impression on those around you.”
Since we are always making copies of
ourselves, the question is, “How can
we do this to the glory of God?

Be Transparent in Modeling
We will never fool our children into
thinking that we are sinless. How
then are we to be a good example?
The answer is the gospel. We need to
model to our young people our need
for Jesus. Too often I give my children
the impression that they are the
sinners, not I. Sadly, such hypocrisy
communicates to our children
that they simply need to get more
sophisticated in their sin and not get
found out. If you are in Christ, then
you know you need Jesus just as much
as your children do. Be transparent in
this.

Be Explicit in Modeling
Mature believers should also avoid
being overly discreet in their exercise
of godliness. Sometimes it is necessary
to humbly provide those you are
mentoring with commentary on your
good works. Think about those do-it-

yourself shows where the host models
the skills of a carpenter or landscaper.
He doesn’t just show what to do. He
tells what he’s doing. In discipleship a
good rule of thumb is show and tell. A
father who is conscious of the duty of
discipleship might explain to his son,
“Daddy spoke in anger to Mommy
tonight. I had to ask her to forgive me,
and she did.”
Being explicit in our modeling also
means explaining why we do what
we do. The television carpenter does
not just expect that his audience will
pick up the rationale behind what
he is doing. Likewise, the apostle
Paul did not merely model bodily
discipline before the Corinthians. He
was explicit about his modeling: “I
discipline my body and bring it into
subjection, lest, when I have preached
to others, I myself should become
disqualified” (1 Cor. 9:27). Teaching
by example requires interpretation.

Discipleship through Teaching
Mature Christians are also to be
teachers (Titus 2:3). Teachers have two
essential attributes: the possession of
personal experience and the ability
to communicate experience. There
is a huge difference between a teller
and a teacher. To teach is to inform,
that is, to “form in” another person
real experience that is known in the
deepest sense of the word.
This formational character of teaching
is demonstrated in Titus 2 when Paul
writes that the older women are to
teach the younger. Older women are
able to enter into the lives of younger
women in a way that a pastor could
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not possibly (or appropriately) do.
From this we glean three important
insights.

Teaching Is an Intimate Process
You cannot enter into and make an
impact on the experience of a young
person by staying at arm’s length or
interacting with him superficially.
This is why it is so important to keep
the communication lines open and to
press them continually deeper.

Teaching Is a Varied Process
The wise mother knows she cannot
teach a girl to be a woman simply by
lecturing. She knows the importance
of affecting her life in as many ways as
possible. So she engages in dialogue,
relates stories of similar experiences,
and explores possibilities. She asks
questions, listens carefully, and offers
advice. She lovingly embraces, sheds
a sympathetic tear, and tenderly
administers discipline.
Teaching Is Connected to Life
When we think about teaching
we may think classroom. While
classrooms may play a role in
teaching, they tend to be artificial
settings. By contrast, the Bible would
have us teach our mentees when life

is happening (Deut. 6). This is why
formal education can at best only be
part of the discipleship process. Since
doctrine is life, religious teaching
must be practical. We should cringe
when we hear adults telling children,
“You may not appreciate this now, but
you will some day.” If they can not
appreciate it now then it is probably
not being taught well, and perhaps
the teacher doesn’t even believe it is
important. Jesus, the great teacher,
entered into the lives of his students
(in ways that we never will). In him
wisdom took on flesh and blood
and became practical. He was able
to communicate real experience
because he taught his disciples as life
happened.

Discipleship through Training
The spiritually mature also need to
train those with less experience (Titus
2:4 NIV). There are two prerequisites
every true trainer possesses: personal
ability and the wherewithal to equip
others for a task. Mentors not only
communicate experience but they
also cultivate capacities. They not
only inform; they also help the young
to perform.
This implies working alongside of the

one you are training. An on-the-jobtraining trainer doesn’t merely follow
his trainees around, telling them what
to do. He works alongside of them.
And, as in biblical discipleship, the
trainer avoids two extremes. One
is over-involvement—simply doing
the work for the trainee. The other
is under-involvement—just giving
orders.
Mentors must give skill-appropriate
responsibilities, allowing the mentees
to do the things the mentors could
do better. Mentors must be certain
that their “help” is actually helpful
(neither enabling nor abandoning).
Mentors must be quick to encourage,
and gentle in rebuke.
Our Lord Jesus was the best mentor
this world has ever known. His
goal, accomplished through his
atoning sacrifice, was to make his
disciples something like himself.
As we thoughtfully direct our lessexperienced friends to Christ, we have
every reason to expect good things.
The call to discipleship is simple
(though not easy). It is also serious.
Remember this: Every young person
you know is looking for a role model.
What’s more, he or she will find one.
		
1. From “Americans Not Concerned about
Their Spiritual Condition,” accessed on June
27, 2012, http://bit.ly/QjEQXS

The Board of Reformed Heritage Christian School is
currently seeking applicants for a full-time high school math & science
faculty opening for the 2012–13 school year. Successful applicants will
be able to serve the Kingdom of Jesus Christ by teaching His covenant
youth. Reformed Heritage is committed to distinctively Reformed
Christian education. Our goal is to train our young people to be
servants of Christ in all areas of life.
A cover letter and resume can be mailed to: Reformed Heritage
Christian School, 700 North Fletcher Ave, Kalamazoo, MI 49006
Attn: Mr. Dave Vander Meer or email: dnjvm5@att.net

2. From “Parents Accept Responsibility for
Their Child’s Spiritual Development but
Struggle with Effectiveness,” accessed on June
27, 2012, http://bit.ly/LCgpXo.
3. From “Spiritual Progress Hard to Find
in 2003,” accessed on June 27, 2012,
http://bit.ly/LCmjb1
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Lot: A Man Caught between Two Worlds

“And if He rescued Lot, a righteous man, who was distressed by the filthy lives
of lawless men (for that righteous man, living among them day after day, was
tormented in his righteous soul by the lawless deeds he saw and heard—if this
is so, then the Lord knows how to rescue godly men from trials and to hold
the unrighteous for the day of judgment, while continuing their punishment.”
—2 Peter 2:7–9

O

Of all the persons we find described on the pages of Holy
Scripture, one of the hardest to figure out is the man Lot.
Were I to ask, “What do you think about Abraham? How
would you regard him?” most Christians would answer
without hesitation: “He was a man of great faith in God.
We are not surprised that Scripture calls him ‘the father of
all believers.’”
But if I would ask, “And what do you think about Abraham’s
nephew Lot?” you would probably scratch your head and wonder
what to say. You certainly wouldn’t reply that Lot was a great man
of God. To the contrary, you would grade his godliness as at a best
a C or even a D. Nevertheless, Peter writes that Lot was “a righteous
man.” In fact, he describes him as “righteous” no less than three
times in his inspired letter. That certainly makes us think again
about Lot and how we must really understand his life and actions.
We can say that Lot was a saint (a word that means literally, “one
called to be holy”). However, he was a saint with obvious failings
and sins and who made some very poor choices in his life. And the
result was that Lot became “a man caught between two worlds.”
The irony of this is that Lot is cited in Scripture as an example—
an example of what believers today should not do, an example of
how they should respond to the world, and an example of God’s
marvelous grace.

Lot’s Dangerous Decisions
When we read about Lot’s life in the book of Genesis, the first thing
that strikes us is that Lot made some very bad decisions, spiritually
speaking. The first of these decisions is recorded in Genesis 13.
Lot had accompanied Abram to the land of Canaan. There, like his
uncle Abram, Lot had done well materially. He had acquired flocks
and herds and servants to tend them. God had blessed Lot as He
had blessed Abram. No doubt because of God’s grace in choosing
Abram to become the father of His future covenant people, God
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had also shown grace to Abram’s
nephew. Lot also became a true
believer and follower of Yahweh.
Living next to Abram profited Lot
spiritually and materially.
However, one negative result of their
prosperity was that friction arose
between Lot and Abram’s servants as
they competed for the same grazing
land for their large herds of sheep
and cattle. Abram suggested that the
two men separate from one another
and even offered Lot the choice as to
which part of the land he wanted for
his animals and residence. That was
kind of Abram to offer, since rightly,
as the older man, he should have
had that choice. Lot willingly took
“first pick” and chose for his herds
the well-watered valley of the Jordan
River, with its good pasture land. It
seemed he got the better part of the
deal. But spiritually it turned out very
differently, because in that fertile
valley sin also flourished. It was the
location of the wicked cities of Sodom
and Gomorrah.
The Bible does not specifically criticize
Lot’s choice, but it certainly tells us
the eventual bad results of it for Lot
and his family. It seems clear that Lot
deemed his material well-being above
his spiritual well-being. This ought
to contain a lesson for Christians
today, who often place their material
welfare above the spiritual welfare
of themselves and their families.
A Christian father may be offered
an attractive job or promotion that
demands moving to another place.
It is certainly not wrong to consider
such an offer. Yet the most important
factor in making such a decision is
always how it will affect the spiritual
welfare of his family. He must ask
questions such as: Is there a good,
solid, Bible-preaching church in the
new location, and does it provide
opportunity for Christian education
for my children, and will my new
position require me to compromise
my spiritual convictions (like working
on the Lord’s Day)?
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This does not mean, on the other
hand, that one must try to escape the
world. As Jesus told us, we are in the
world, but must not be of the world.
World flight is not an option for the
Christian, for he must be a leaven
in the world. At the same time, the
Christian must always be careful not
to place himself unnecessarily in an
ungodly environment.
This is another bad decision Lot made.
He not only chose the richer valley of
the Jordan plain for his material gain
but then he also decided to make his
home near the wicked city of Sodom.
We read in Genesis 13:12: “Abram
lived in the land of Canaan, while
Lot lived among the cities of plains
and pitched his tents near Sodom.”
Somewhat later, we learn from
Genesis 19 that Lot had moved into
Sodom with his family.
In fact, Lot became involved in the
society of Sodom, for Genesis 19:1
tells us that when two angels from God
came to rescue Lot before the Lord
would destroy the city, Lot was sitting
in the gateway of the city—where the
men of the city typically gathered to
socialize in ancient times. Even more
telling of what had happened to Lot
and his family in Sodom is that the
two daughters of Lot were engaged
to marry young men of Sodom.
Lot’s wife had become enamored of
the society and culture of Sodom.
Obviously, Lot’s family had become
very comfortable in the utterly
wicked city of Sodom. As a result, it is
not surprising what happened when
Lot was urged by the angels of God to
leave Sodom immediately before God
would pour down His judgment on
the city and destroy it completely. The
angels had to literally pull Lot and his
family out of the city. Lot was hesitant
to leave his house there.
As they left the city, Lot’s wife looked
back toward Sodom and turned into
a pillar of salt. She was so tied to the
wicked, worldly city that she could
not resist a last, longing look at it. Her
heart was still there. Therefore she

came to share its divine punishment—
as she died while looking back. Those
who love the ungodly world will
perish with that world. That is also
why Jesus urged His listeners living in
the last days: “Remember Lot’s wife.
Whoever tries to keep his life [for the
sake of possessing the things of the
world] will lose it, and whoever loses
his life [for the sake of Christ and
His kingdom] will preserve it.” (Luke
17:32–33, my comments added)

Lot’s Daily Distress
In spite of Lot’s bad decisions,
however, we must not think that
he had given up His faith and
relationship to the Lord, the God of
Abraham, while he lived in Sodom.
If we only had the record of Genesis,
we might be inclined to come to that
conclusion. However, Peter’s inspired
reflection on Lot’s experience
indicates otherwise. Three times,
Peter refers to Lot as “righteous.” That
clearly tells us that Lot certainly knew
what was right and wrong in God’s
sight, and this before God had issued
the Ten Commandments. God had
made known to Lot and imprinted
on his heart His holy will and His
aversion to all sinful conduct.
For all his associations with the people
of Sodom and their influence on him,
Lot remained a righteous man. The
evidence Peter offers of this fact is an
interesting and important comment
he makes about Lot. He writes that
Lot was “distressed by the filthy lives
of lawless men (for that righteous
man, living among them day after
day, was tormented in his righteous
soul by the lawless deeds he saw and
heard).” (2 Peter 2:7–8)
Lot was a man caught between
two worlds—two worlds that were
diametrically opposed to one another.
One was the world of Sodom, the
world of sin and Satan. The other
was the world of God’s kingdom,
governed by God’s righteous and
holy will. And Lot, in spite of His

many weaknesses and failures, was
still a member of God’s kingdom. In
short, Lot always remained a child of
God—even though his children and
posterity would not be God’s children.
His daughters were infected with the
sin of Sodom, and their offspring
(through their incestuous acts with
their father Lot) produced the people
of Ammon and Moab.
Yet, as a child of God, Lot was never
at home in Sodom, where he had
erected his material house and raised
his family. In fact, Peter uses the
strong words that Lot was “distressed”
and “tormented” in his soul by the
filthy lives and deeds he witnessed
in Sodom. Those deeds included the
depraved acts of sexual immorality
engaged in by the people of Sodom,
among them homosexual lusts and
acts. The city lived only for such sinful
pleasures, which the Bible tells us in
Romans 1 are the result of a Goddenying, secular, hedonistic culture,
which God gives up to its depravity.
This is precisely the same kind of world
and society Christians live in today.
The stunning practice and acceptance
of homosexual lusts and acts,
even gay marriage—now officially
supported by the president of the
United States—is a clear indication
of how Western culture also has
become ripe for divine judgment. It is
a fearful development that more and
more people—especially the younger
generation—are in favor of such
deeds that are abhorrent to God and
against nature. The question is how
much are our souls “distressed” and
“tormented” by this openly espoused
and proudly defiant wickedness? Like
Lot, we are exposed to sin daily—in
our own lives, but also in the society
in which we live. But how do we react
to it? Do we simply shrug it off and
say: “That’s the way the world is?” Or
do we even perhaps endorse sinful
conduct by “reinterpreting” what the
Bible teaches?

It is often said that the world has always
been filled with sin and wickedness
and that our age is no different
from previous ones. One difference,
however, is that our modern forms
of communication, like the television
and the Internet, expose us to sin
much more readily. The practices of
the sinful world are so very close to
us, and we may become accustomed
to them and undisturbed by them. For
example, does it grate our soul and
deeply disturb us when we watch the
typical programs on television today,
as they openly promote sin and are
filled with immoral and blasphemous
behavior?
Lot was himself a sinful man with a
sinful nature. Yet, as a child of God,
he was also a righteous man repelled
by the sin he saw all around him.
He lived in wicked Sodom, yet was
tormented by what he saw there each
day. So one might ask: Why didn’t
Lot then leave Sodom on his own?
Why did he remain living there and
raise his family there? Those are good
questions. They show Lot’s spiritual
weakness. Or it could also be that his
wife and children refused to leave the
city they had grown to like. In any
case, Lot was “a man caught between
two worlds.”

Lot’s Divine Deliverance
What we should also note about Lot,
however, is that the Lord had mercy
on him and chose to deliver this man
from the divine judgment to fall on
the wicked cities of the plain. This
is actually the main point of Peter’s
mention of him. Peter cites Lot as
an example of God’s mercy on His
children who must live in an ungodly
world and undergo tribulations there.
If God was willing to rescue Lot, writes
Peter, He will also deliver the godly
from their trials, while He prepares to
pour out His final judgment on this
wicked world. Yes, God’s judgment
on the world is sure to come. It is as
definite as God’s determination was
to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah. But

equally certain is God’s final salvation
of His people.
It is to be noted, however, that while
the world under sin is deserving of
God’s judgment, sinners like Lot
and all of us are not deserving of
deliverance. That wondrous act of
God proceeds only from His grace.
God could certainly have left Lot in
Sodom to perish with its inhabitants.
Lot himself, as we have already
observed, was hesitant to leave
Sodom. God, through his angels, had
to pull Lot and his family out of there
and urged them to flee as fast and as
far as they could from the doomed
city. Even then, Lot had the audacity
to ask the angels for permission to go
to a city closer by. And this request,
too, was granted. God was certainly
patient and gracious toward Lot. He
was saved “as one escaping through
the flames.” (1 Cor. 3:15).
Yes, Lot suffered the loss of everything
he had, including his wife. It is a
reminder that whatever possessions
one lays up on earth will perish.
“Only what’s done for Christ will last.”
Hence, our life’s goal must be to lay
up treasures in heaven—to serve the
Lord in all good deeds that advance
His kingdom and glory. As we live in
this world, we must remember it is
not our home, for it is under God’s
judgment. Our hope is in the world
to come, the final and eternal home of
God’s people.
God delivered Lot as a brand plucked
out of the burning. And God in His
grace will deliver from His judgment
all those who place their only hope
and faith in His Son, Jesus, who has
saved us from the wrath to come.

Rev. James Admiraal is a retired
pastor in the URCNA. He served most
recently as pastor of Cornerstone URC
in Hudsonville, MI. He also served for
several years on the board of Reformed
Fellowship.
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The Real Crisis of Reformed Worship:
Which Testament Are We In?

The confessional Reformed view of
worship is in crisis today. Hundreds
of churches that consider themselves
to be Reformed are abandoning
their focus on the preaching of the
gospel, the administration of the
sacraments, prayer, and fellowship.
They are attempting to invigorate
and inspire their congregations by
broadening the meaning of worship
to include human-inspired lyrical
content,
musical
instruments,
choirs, candles, artwork, vestments,
dance, and more. Advocates have
no trouble justifying these elements
according to the regulative principle.
They simply point to the numerous
instances in the psalms and in the
Old Testament at large in which
these elements appear. Traditionalminded congregants and pastors
intuitively reject the innovations, but
they struggle to articulate a coherent
response. They inevitably fall back
on tradition, philosophy, or even
human psychology to defend their
own positions. Meanwhile, those
in the middle who are struggling to
make sense of the debate notice that
the “progressives” seem much more
biblical than the “traditionalists.” After
all, the progressives are appealing to
Scripture in all its breadth, whereas
the traditionalists seem so selective.
It is commonly suggested that the
fundamental Reformed contribution
to the doctrine of worship,
represented by figures such as John
Calvin, was the argument that our
worship is to be regulated entirely by
Scripture. This is generally viewed as
meaning that we must find warrant for
everything we want to do in worship
somewhere in the Bible (i.e., see
John Frame’s Worship in Spirit and in
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Truth, a highly influential Reformed
worship primer). But in fact, Calvin’s
point (and that of most of the
Reformed tradition) was much more
specific than that. Calvin, like the
church fathers before him, believed
our worship is to be regulated by the
New Testament. We are not to look at
the Old Testament’s temple worship,
illustrated in the historical books
and in the psalms, for worship ideas
for the new covenant church. That
worship was suitable for a people in
their infancy but not for those who
are free in Christ.
In reality, many today who think they
are Reformed in their views of worship
really hold views that in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries would have
been viewed as Lutheran or Anglican.
It is not that the Lutherans and
Anglicans said we can do whatever
we want in worship, as is commonly
thought. It is simply that they had a
less-strict understanding of what sort
of scriptural warrant was necessary,
appealing freely to the Old Testament
or to biblical principles of edification.
In contrast, the Reformed usually
threw out the instruments of the
medieval church, as well as the choirs,
vestments, images, and candles, and
they limited their singing to psalms
and other scriptural texts or creeds.
It is probable that many who read this
article already know all of this. But I
am writing it nevertheless, because
in my experience very few Reformed
Christians, even confessionally and
traditionally minded Reformed
pastors and elders, have carefully
thought these matters through. Many
Reformed churches that I know
are trying to resist modern trends;
nevertheless they give way to the
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times in crucial areas because they
are not clear in their foundation. And
many Reformed books purportedly
defending traditional Reformed
worship make absolutely no mention
of the fact that it is the New Testament
that is the foundation for our worship.
Somehow we need to do a better job
communicating this basic principle,
and there is no better way to begin
than to look at how Calvin articulated
the relation of Christian worship to
the Old Testament.
In his criticism of Roman Catholic
worship, with all of its pomp
and ceremony, Calvin writes in
the Institutes, “For they have partly
taken their patterns from the ravings
of the Gentiles, [and] partly, like apes,
have rashly imitated the ancient rites
of the Mosaic law, which apply to us
no more than do animal sacrifices and
other like things” (4.10.12). This is a
striking sentence. When he accuses
them of rashly imitating the ancient
Mosaic laws, Calvin is not talking
about the sacrificial system, which
all Christians agree is abrogated. He
is talking about the other elements of
Old Testament worship (“which apply
to us no more than do animal sacrifices
and other like things”). These things
serve to “benumb the people rather
than to teach them.” They amount to
a return to “ceremonies which, with
Christ half buried, cause us to return
to Jewish symbols” (4.10.14).
Calvin points out that, like so many
Reformed people today, his Roman
Catholic opponents were defending
their practices based on the Old
Testament model: “They say that
among us are very many as untutored
as there were among the people of
Israel; that for the sake of these this

sort of elementary discipline was
provided.” Yet, he adds, “It was not
in vain that God set this difference
between us and the ancient folk, that
he willed to teach them as children
by signs and figures, but to teach us
more simply, without such outward
trappings.” As Calvin saw it, “the new
worshipers differ from the old in that
under Moses the spiritual worship
of God was figured, and so to speak,
enwrapped in many ceremonies; but
now that these are abolished, he is
worshiped more simply. Accordingly,
he who confuses this difference is
overturning an order instituted by
Christ.” (4.10.14)
Why is this argument so important?
So many aspects of worship under
such heated dispute today—musical
instruments, choirs, art, architecture,
vestments—owe their significance
entirely to Old Testament texts. They
are not even mentioned in the context
of the church’s worship in the New
Testament. What does that suggest?
These matters are entirely irrelevant to
New Testament worship. They are not
commanded by God. They are part

of the Old Testament ceremonial law
that has been abrogated by Christ.

Calvin is even more vivid in his
commentary on Psalm 92:

Calvin clearly states this principle in
several places in his commentaries
on the Psalms. He speaks about the
significance of instruments in worship
in a way that challenges even many of
the most Reformed of our churches:

We are to remember that the
worship of God was never
understood to consist in such
outward services, which were
only necessary to help forward
a people as yet weak and rude
in knowledge in the spiritual
worship of God. A difference is
to be observed in this respect
between his people under
the Old and under the New
Testament; for now that Christ
has appeared, and the church
has reached full age, it were only
to bury the light of the gospel
should we introduce the shadows
of a departed dispensation.
From this it appears that the
Papists, as I shall have occasion
to show elsewhere, in employing
instrumental music cannot be
said so much to imitate the
practice of God’s ancient people
as to ape it in a senseless and
absurd manner, exhibiting a silly
delight in that worship of the Old
Testament which was figurative
and terminated with the gospel

To sing the praises of God
upon the harp and psaltery
unquestionably formed a part
of the training of the law and of
the service of God under that
dispensation of shadows and
figures, but they are not now to be
used in public thanksgiving. We
are not, indeed, forbidden to use,
in private, musical instruments,
but they are banished out of the
churches by the plain command
of the Holy Spirit, when Paul,
in 1 Corinthians 14:13, lays it
down as an invariable rule, that
we must praise God, and pray
to him only in a known tongue
(commentary on Psalm 71:22;
For a similar passage see Calvin’s
commentary on Psalm 81:3).

(commentary on Psalm 92:1–4).
Comments like these don’t serve
to take one side over another in the
argument about whether we should
use an organ or whether we should
allow guitars, trumpets, and a praise
band in worship. They entirely
undercut it.
Losing sight of the New Testament
foundation for worship has led us
to put spiritual significance into so
many humanly devised worship
practices that we have entirely lost
focus on what really matters. The
important things are outlined for
us in Acts 2:42: “And they devoted
themselves to the apostles’ teaching
and fellowship, to the breaking of
bread and the prayers.” Note how
little singing is spoken of in New
Testament discussions of worship. It
is clearly commanded (Colossians
3:16–17; Ephesians 5:18–21), and it
is clearly a part of New Testament
worship (Acts 2:47; 1 Corinthians
14:26) but it does not even make
the basic list of things the church
was doing. Singing seems to have

been a means of doing other things;
it was a form of fellowship, of prayer
(including praise), and of teaching,
but it was not its own element. In
our day, however, all the focus on
singing and music has marginalized
the importance of the other elements
commanded in Scripture. Preaching
is getting shorter and less substantive,
prayer is curtailed or formalized, and
the Lord’s Supper is held sporadically
at best.
If the worship wars are any indication,
music is the great example of how
our loss of a scriptural foundation
regarding worship has distracted us.
We debate choirs, music styles and
instruments, things that don’t matter
at all. We argue over the words to
sing, when Paul’s command is actually
quite clear: We are to sing the “Word
of Christ” (Colossians 3:16–17).
If we would limit the imagery and
meaning of our songs to the content

Most
importantly,
however,
getting back to our New Testament
foundation would force us to
remember that the central drama
of worship—what we should be
focusing on every Lord’s Day—is the
proclamation of the Word of Christ,
communion in the Lord’s Supper,
prayer, and the fellowship of the
saints (in song as well as in material
possessions). These are the things our
Lord has called us to do. It is by these
means that he has promised to meet
with us. And we should remember
that he is a God who finds obedience
much better than sacrifice.

Mr. Matthew J. Tuininga, a licensed exhorter and a member of Covenant
United Reformed Church in Pantego, NC, is currently writing his dissertation
on John Calvin’s two-kingdoms doctrine at Emory University in Atlanta, GA.
He blogs at Christian in America (http://matthewtuininga.wordpress.com)
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of Scripture that God has inspired
(whether drawn from the psalms
or anywhere else in Scripture), and
focus on them rather than on the
instruments accompanying us, all
of our singing would be pleasing to
God, and it would be authoritatively
instructive for believers.

Rev. J. Julien
532 Inman Road
Dunnville Ontario, N1A 2W5

Bible Studies on Romans

Lesson 12: Why Should I Become a Christian (1)
Romans 5:1–2

W

What a wonderful way to begin a new
chapter in Romans: therefore. Paul
has worked out all the logical reasons
why Jews and Gentiles alike must
place their faith for forgiveness in
the Christ whom God had sent. It is
through faith in Jesus Christ that we
have peace with God. This may well be
the most controversial of all of Paul’s
teachings. Why must a person believe
in Jesus Christ? Why not Buddha or
Muhammad? Why can’t a person rely
on his own good works to have peace
with God? What is it that makes Jesus
of Nazareth different from all the
other teachers and philosophers that
walked through the pages of history?
Why should a Jew or Gentile become a
Christian—a follower of Jesus Christ?
He should—and must—because faith
in Christ alone is the way to peace
with God.
The legalese is simple:
Whereas we know
Abraham was declared
righteous.
Abraham’s righteousness was not
based on his own perfection, for
all have sinned.
Abraham’s righteousness was
not based on his circumcision
because he was declared
righteous fourteen years prior to
his circumcision.
Abraham’s righteousness was
based on his faith.

Whereas we know
Faith establishes grace.
Faith makes salvation certain
because it is based on Christ’s
righteousness and not our own.
Faith opens the door to salvation
to all—Jews and Gentiles alike—
because it is for all who believe.
Therefore
We have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ.
How beautifully Paul has explained
that peace with God comes through
a faith in the death and resurrection
of Jesus of Nazareth. Heaven is
guaranteed to all who believe that
Jesus died for their sins and was raised
for their justification (Romans 4:25).
Through the imputation of Christ’s
perfect righteousness to those who
have faith, the believer is declared
holy before God.

Peace with God
The peace we have with God is more
than just a cease-fire or a lack of His
hostility toward us. Believers have
been declared by God to be in a joyful
relationship with Him. This is, first of
all, an objective state of peace. God
no longer holds our sin against us.
He has cast our iniquities into the
depths of the sea (Micah 7:18–19).
His wrath, which was once rightly
upon us because of our sin, no longer
burns against us. The penalty has
been removed, having been placed on
God’s Son, Jesus Christ. Instead, God,
through Christ, is favorably disposed
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toward us. This objective truth does
not depend on our emotions but on
the work of Jesus Christ, through
whom we have gained access to the
grace of God.
In addition, because of the glorious
fact that God has reconciled us to
Himself through Jesus Christ, we also
can have a subjective, inward peace.
The person who seeks to be justified
by his own merit can never find peace.
He must continually strive to do
better and will always wonder if what
he has done is enough. Martin Luther,
for example, slept on the damp floor
of the monastery and would climb
the stairs on his knees until they bled.
Yet, he lived in fear that at the final
judgment God would say, “Sorry,
Martin, you missed it by three steps.”
For Martin Luther, the great revelation
that sparked the Reformation was the
fact that it did not matter how many
steps he climbed, if any. True peace
with God came through faith in Jesus
Christ. Our assurance comes not
from ourselves, that we have chosen
correctly, but it comes from God who
chose us to be His children. Since it
is God who chose us, not even all the
power of Satan can snatch us away.
Through this inward result of the
outward truth both Satan and our
consciences are stilled.
A true Christian may not always feel
this peace as an inward tranquility of
the soul. Certainly there will be times
when he stumbles in to sin and feels
the guilt and grief that accompanies it.
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grace
peace
How often the temptations of Satan,
the lure of the world, and our own
fleshly desires cast us into dismay!
Strive as we might to serve the Lord,
we find ourselves in the midst of sin.
We are called, however, to look away
from ourselves and to focus on Jesus
Christ. How beautifully the form for
the Lord’s Supper puts it: “we seek
our lives apart from ourselves in Jesus
Christ” (Psalter Hymnal, p. 144).
In addition, the Christian may go
through some difficult times in
his life. There are trials: a lost job,
financial setbacks, illness, or the
death of a loved one. These may lead
the believer to feel discouraged and
lose his peace. Understand, however,
that all who believe they are justified
through Jesus Christ have peace with
God. These verses are not referring
to the peace of God. It is not as if—
once a person acknowledges Christ as
Savior—suddenly life becomes easy. It
may, at times, become more difficult.
This world is no friend to grace. The
older a person gets, the more he
understands that this life is nothing
but a constant death; this world is
nothing but a veil of tears.
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Peace with God does not assure a
tranquil life. It means that we were
once at enmity with God—at war with
God. In our totally depraved state of
mind we would rather choose to deny
Christ and forgo any relationship
with God. Because we increased our
guilt every day, the wrath of God was
deservedly upon us; we were destined
to spend eternity in hell. But God
in His love provided the means of
salvation for us. In His grace He chose
us before the foundations of the world,
so that we should be among those
who are declared righteous through
faith in His Son, Jesus Christ. We
have moved from Romans 1:18 (“The
wrath of God is being revealed from
heaven against all the godlessness and
wickedness of men”) to Romans 5:1
(“Therefore . . . we have peace with
God.”)
Recently three university students
visited our church and interviewed the
pastors after the worship service. They
were visiting different churches for a
class on religious studies at a secular
university. Some of the discussion
centered on the impact of science on
religion in areas such as evolution vs.
creation, view of life, and proofs of

God’s existence. One student went so
far as to say that he believed that over
time science would completely replace
religion. Slowly but surely religion
would fade away as people would
no longer have a need for it. One of
the pastors suggested that instead of
visiting different churches, his class
would be better served by visiting
a hospice center where people were
dying. Contrast the way the believer
and the non-believer approach death.
Or perhaps they could visit a cancer
center where people are told for the
first time they have terminal cancer.
To these comments the student
had to agree that religion provides
something that science cannot: hope,
or peace, in the time of trials. Paul
wrote: “Do not be anxious about
anything, but in everything, by prayer
and petition, with thanksgiving,
present your requests to God. And
the peace of God, which transcends
all understanding, will guard your
hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus
(Phil. 4:6–7).

Grace from God
As a result of being justified, the
believer is granted security in Christ.
Not only does he have peace with

God, he is also introduced to the
marvelous grace of God. Grace can be
defined as God’s favor shown to those
who actually deserve the opposite.
Grace is what lies behind God’s
entire plan of redemption. Those
who rebelled against God have been
brought back into good standing with
Him by sheer grace alone. Nothing is
merited by the sinner. It is all of God.
Paul writes, “For it is by grace you
have been saved, through faith—and
this not from yourselves, it is the gift
of God—not by works, so that no one
can boast” (Ephesians 2:8–10).
This grace, in which we stand by faith
alone, offers tremendous comfort to
the believer. Through God’s grace, we
are placed in an entirely new position
before God. Whereas we were once
under the law and—as breakers of that
law—under God’s wrath, we are now
under grace. Clothed in the perfect

righteousness of God’s Son, we stand
before God as justified creatures—as
if we had never sinned.
How important this becomes to the
believer to properly understand. All
too often, once we settle into our
comfortable Christian lifestyle, we act
as if we deserve salvation. After all, we
live as prim and proper as is expected
of us. We can quickly condemn others
and become almost pharisaical in our
thinking.
Too often we come to the Lord’s Table
as if we deserve to come. In many
churches, no one is barred from the
table. Everyone is welcome. Yet, if we
would truly examine ourselves as we
are called to do prior to partaking of
the elements, we would know that we
are sinful, undeserving of anything
but the wrath of God. We do not
deserve to come to the Lord’s Table.

Others, riddled with guilt, will not
attend church when the Lord’s Supper
is served because they feel the weight
of their sin on themselves. Some
churches guard the table so carefully
and so exclusively that hardly any dare
come. Impressed on the members
(even confessing members) is the fact
that if they dare come to the table,
they may well be eating and drinking
judgment upon themselves.
In both cases the focus is on the
individual. What is forgotten is that
we stand before God in a constant
state of grace. The measuring rod is
not how good or bad the individual
has been. The measuring rod is
the grace of God by which He has
declared righteous all those to whom
He gives faith. It is by His grace alone,
through the sacrifice of Christ alone,
that we may hear that we have the
complete forgiveness of all our sins
granted to us.

					
							
Points to Ponder and Discuss
1. Trace the logical sequence that Paul has established by which the believer is justified.
2. How does faith in Christ change our relationship with God?
3. What is the nature of the peace we have with God?
4. What is the difference between the peace of God and peace with God?
5. How does the peace of a believer differ from the “peace” of the unbeliever?
6. In what five ways does Paul describe the believer in Jesus Christ?
7. How do you prepare to come to the Lord’s Table?
8. Why should you become a Christian?
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Bible Studies on Romans

Lesson 12: Why Should I Become a Christian (2)
Romans 5:2b–11

I

In the last lesson we looked
at two very important words
found in the opening verses of
Romans 5: grace and peace. In
this lesson, we begin by looking
at two more: hope and glory.

Our Hope
Having been justified by faith,
having gained peace with God
through Jesus Christ, and
having received from God
grace fills the believer with
hope. This word hope as the
Bible uses it does not have the
same meaning as the wishful
thinking our culture gives it.
Today we hope someone has a
safe trip; we hope for a sunny
day at the beach; we hope we
studied enough for the exam;
we hope to get lots of nice
gifts for our birthday. It refers
to something we want to have
happen, but we can never be
sure. In fact, we don’t want to
get our hopes up to high.
I once tried to offer comfort to
a pious elderly woman whose
mentally handicapped child
had passed away. I spoke of
the assurance of heaven and
how in heaven every infirmity
is removed. I read from Isaiah
40 and mentioned the joy that
now belonged to her daughter.
Her reply was, “I hope so.” She
doubted. She was unsure of her
daughter’s salvation.
Such a false hope is not given
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to the Christian. It is not a tenuous,
pie-in-the-sky hope. The word hope
as used by Paul is not a verb that
expresses our “likely, but you never
know,” uncertain desires. The hope
of Paul is a noun that expresses
absolute confidence in what is yet
to be—the fullness of our salvation
realized. No true Christian needs to
fear death, because we can be assured
with absolute certainty that salvation
has been granted to us through faith
alone, in Christ alone, by grace alone.
It is not a mere wish that may or may
not be fulfilled. We have peace with
God. This is our hope! It is not the
doubtful hope of today but a certain
hope that the Christian has because it
is rooted in the glory of God.

God’s Glory
The Christian’s hope is not based on
any good works that he may have
accomplished during his lifetime.
Those are all as filthy rags in the sight
of God. The Christian’s hope is based
on the integrity of the God whom we
serve. Does He keep His word? Does
God finish what He begins? Is He
faithful to the promises that He gives
in His Word?
The Christian’s reply must be, “Of
course He is.” Therein is our hope!
Having freely justified us by His
grace, He will also bring His chosen
ones to glory. He does that not based
on our merit but on that which Christ
has merited for us.
The glory of God refers to that
glory that God gives to His people.
Christians have the comfort that they
belong to Jesus Christ, body and soul,
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in life and death. As heirs and fellow
heirs with Christ, they share in the
fullness of the joy and splendor of the
heavenly life through Jesus Christ. It
is to be their joy already. John Calvin
writes that although “the faithful are
now pilgrims on earth; they yet by
hope scale the heavens, so that they
quietly enjoy in their own bosoms
their future inheritance.”
The Christian’s hope, then, is in the
certainty of the gospel—the finished
work of Jesus Christ on the cross for
our sins; and we await His glorious
return when all things will be made
complete and the glory of God is fully
revealed.

Rejoicing in Suffering
No one would argue against the idea
that the person who has the hope of
the glory of God can rejoice. Paul
writes, however, that we rejoice not
only in our hope, but also in our
sufferings. That seems more difficult.
How can a person rejoice in that
which hinders him along the path that
leads to glory? Rejoicing and suffering
seem like oil and water—they simply
do not mix. Suffering all too often
results in depression, bitterness, and
resentment. Yet, Paul writes of trials
as a source for joy to the Christian.
To begin, we must understand
that suffering in a fallen world is
inevitable. It is the result of sin. For
as long as Satan is granted time on
this earth suffering will endure. Even
so, the Christian can endure and
rejoice in suffering. To do so better,

hope
glory
the Christian should understand that
there are different kinds of suffering.
Suffering because of cosmic evil
As long as the devil, the world, and
our fleshly desires never cease to
tempt us, there will be suffering.
Paul wrote “For our struggle is not
against flesh and blood, but against
the rulers, against the authorities,
against the powers of this dark world
and against the spiritual forces of evil
in the heavenly realms” (Ephesians
6:12–13). As sinful, depraved people,
we yield ourselves to the temptations
set before us. As a result, we suffer the
consequences of our sin. Thanks be
to God that He provides forgiveness
through His Son, Jesus Christ. In
that we rejoice. We may also rejoice
because “God is faithful; he will not let
you be tempted beyond what you can
bear. But when you are tempted, he
will also provide a way out so that you
can stand up under it” (1 Corinthians
10:13). We also rejoice because we
know Satan has been defeated; Jesus
has overcome the world; our flesh is
covered with the righteousness of
Christ.
Suffering for the glory of God
In John 9, the disciples are confronted
with a blind man. They ask Jesus,

“Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his
parents, that he was born blind?”
Jesus replied, “Neither this man nor
his parents sinned, but this happened
so that the work of God might be
displayed in his life.” The book of
Job is not about the trials of a man
who loses his possessions and family.
It is about a God who displays His
sovereignty and majesty in Job’s life.
Why did God send suffering to Job? It
was for His glory. Surely the Christian
can rejoice in suffering that brings
glory to the name of God.
Constructive suffering
God uses our trials to form Christian
character. Certainly this is evident
in the life of Abraham. God brought
several trials/tests to the patriarch.
Some tests Abraham passed, some
he failed. In each one, however, he
grew spiritually. James knew well
what Paul meant by the phrase
“suffering produces perseverance.”
He wrote, “Consider it pure joy, my
brothers, whenever you face trials of
many kinds, because you know that
the testing of your faith develops
perseverance. Perseverance must
finish its work so that you may be
mature and complete, not lacking
anything” (James 1:2–4). We rejoice
that the Lord loves us so much that

He brings into our lives that which
will lead to our spiritual growth.
Corrective Suffering

God will send suffering to His child
in order to get that person back on
the path of righteousness. When
David sinned against God by taking
Bathsheba as his wife, God sent the
prophet Nathan to point out his sin.
Grief-stricken, David repented and
turned back to the Lord. The author
of Hebrews writes, “Our fathers
disciplined us for a little while as they
thought best; but God disciplines us
for our good, that we may share in his
holiness” (Hebrews 12:10).
Of course we do not rejoice in the
tribulations and disappointments
that come to us. We may become
disappointed in people or events, but
never in God. We rejoice in the fact
that God uses our suffering to purify
and strengthen us in our faith. The
Christian is well aware of God’s love
for him and rejoices in everything that
increases his knowledge of God. The
well-rooted tree digs its roots deeper
in the dry season and is strengthened
by doing so. Persevering in trials
produces proven character. The
Christian becomes stronger in the
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faith, endures without falling apart,
and grows in the certainty of his hope
in spite of circumstances.

God’s Love
Paul goes on to stress an additional
ground for our absolute confidence
(hope). “Our hope does not disappoint
us because God has poured out His
love into our hearts by the Holy Spirit
whom He has given to us” (v. 5). It
is God’s love to us, not our love to
Him, that gives us confidence. Our
confidence is objective. That is, it is not
rooted in ourselves. If God would love
us only when we love Him, our hope
would be as reliable as the shifting
sand. Christians have the assurance
of living in peace with God because of
His love—proven to us in that while
we were yet sinners, Christ died for
us. Again and again Paul wants us to
look outside of ourselves for proof of
our salvation. An indubitable proof
that we are accepted by God as His
children is the gift of His eternal and
only begotten Son as the ransom for
our sins.

And yet, this objective love that we
receive is made subjective by the Holy
Spirit whom God has given us. Paul
reminds his readers of what we were
like before the Holy Spirit entered our
hearts:
Powerless—We were unable to save
ourselves.
Ungodly—We had no desire to save
ourselves.
Enemies—We were living in rebellion
against God.
Sinners—We sought our own
pleasure rather than God’s glory.
While we were in this horrible
condition, Christ died in our place.
A person might be willing to die for
another good person or for a good
cause. Christ died for us even before
we turned to Him. His death is
absolute proof of God’s love.

gift. God so loved the world that the
gift He gave was His only begotten
Son. No gift could have been costlier
to God. Nor could we as powerless,
ungodly, enemies of God filled with
sin ever have been less worthy of His
love.
God loved us so much that when
we were enemies dead in ours sin,
He gave His Son to die in our place.
Think of how much He must love
His elect now that His Son is alive
and, instead of enemies, we are His
adopted children! Of course, He loves
us now! He regards us no longer in
sin but declares us righteous through
His Son. Not only is the Christian
pardoned but he has also been
reconciled to God. Hallelujah!

When a gift is given, the measure of
love behind the gift can be measured,
first of all, by the expense of the
gift. Second, it is measured by the
worthiness of the one receiving the
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Points to Ponder and Discuss

1. How does Paul use the word hope?
2. What does it mean to “rejoice in the hope of the glory of God”?
3. How is rejoicing in hope related to rejoicing in suffering?
4. Give examples of the different types of suffering listed in the lesson. How did such suffering affect your
life? Can you rejoice in it?
5. What does the progression of verses 4 and 5 teach about the changes that take place in the person who
suffers for Christ?
6. How does the Holy Spirit make the objective truth of God’s love cause for rejoicing?
7. What does it mean that Christ died for the ungodly?
8. How do verses 9 and 10 assure us that God receives us completely in Christ?
9. Why should you be a Christian?
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T

Bavinck the Dogmatician: 					
The Origin of Sin (2)

T

The Enigma of Sin’s Origin
While the biblical story of the fall into
sin provides an answer to the question
of the origin of sin in human history,
it does not provide an easy solution to
the enigma of the origin of sin and evil.
Whereas the theory of evolution tends
to ascribe the presence of sin and evil
to an earlier stage in the evolutionary
process, out of which the human race
emerged over a great period of time,
the biblical worldview proceeds from
the conviction of the existence of an
originally good and well-ordered
creation. Within the framework of an
evolutionary worldview, the question
of the origin of sin can never be
properly addressed. For the theory of
evolution, the human race did not fall
from an earlier state of integrity into
sin, but rather is evolving into a higher
and more advanced form of existence.
The history of the human race is not a
history of devolution, but rather a
history of evolution from lesser to
greater, from lower to higher, or
from an earlier primitive state to
a later, more sophisticated state of
existence.
It is only within the framework of a
Christian worldview, which starts
from the conviction of an original
good creation and of the existence
of the first human beings in a state
of integrity, that the “enigma” of
sin becomes most pressing. What
possible explanation is there for
the introduction of sin into God’s
good creation and the human
race through the original “fall”
of Adam and Eve? For Bavinck,
this enigma, the question of an

explanation for the origin of human
sin, is among the most difficult
questions confronting Christian
theology. “The question of the origin
of evil, second to that of existence
itself, is the greatest enigma of life
and the heaviest cross for the intellect
to bear. The question, Whence is evil?
has occupied the minds of humans in
every century and still waits in vain
for an answer that is more satisfactory
than that of Scripture” (RD 3:53).
For some in the history of Christian
theology, the explanation for the
enigma of sin resides in the “sensual
nature” of the human race. Rather
than explain the origin of sin in terms
of a “creaturely act of will,” some have
argued that there is something in
the nature of humanity, the fleshly
or carnal dimension of human
existence, that gave birth to all the
sin and evil that are discernible in
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human life and history. Oftentimes,
this explanation proceeds from the
assumption that human beings are
composed of a “higher” and a “lower”
or sensual aspect. When this lower or
sensual nature assumes a position of
ascendancy, it draws human beings
down from their higher inclinations,
which have their source in the human
mind or spirit, in order to enslave
them in the passions and appetites
of the flesh. In an evolutionary
perspective, human progress occurs
as human beings subordinate these
lower or fleshly passions to the higher
aspirations and affections of the mind.
In Bavinck’s estimation, this
explanation for the origin of sin has
no biblical warrant. In the biblical
understanding, the “flesh,” when it is
opposed to the “Spirit,” does not refer
to the material or fleshly aspect of
human nature in distinction from an
immaterial or spiritual aspect.
Rather, the “flesh” usually refers
comprehensively to human
life in its misdirection and
orientation away from or against
the service of the true and living
God. The “flesh” is a biblical
way of denoting “the sinful lifeorientation of humans who in
soul and body turn away from
God and toward the creature.
The Pauline use of the word
‘flesh’ becomes clear to us when
we abandon the familiar Greek
contrast between the material
and the immaterial and replace
it with the biblical contrast
between the earthly and the
heavenly, the divine and the
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creaturely, between what is below and
what is above” (RD 3:55).

Or perhaps the explanation lies in
some combination of these accounts.

Since the explanation for the origin
of sin that appeals to some aspect of
human nature, particularly the weaker
and lower “fleshly” aspect, as the
occasion and source for the weakness
and sinfulness of human beings, is
unsatisfactory and unbiblical, others
have sought an explanation for
the enigma of sin in the inevitable
contrast between the finite nature of
human beings as creatures and the
infinite being and power of God.
There is an inevitability about sin and
evil in human life that stems from the
limitations that belong intrinsically
to the life of a creature, even one
created in God’s image, who does not
enjoy unlimited freedom and power
to do what is good and virtuous.
Human finitude and sinfulness are
inseparably joined; sin is embedded
in the fabric of human creatureliness.

While Bavinck acknowledges a
moment of truth in these attempts to
explain the origin of sin and evil, he
maintains that they do not preserve
adequately the enigma of sin as
rebellion and defiance against God. In
the biblical account of sin, the “ethical”
character of sin as an act of the human
will in opposition to God is always
maintained. Sin may not be treated
as a kind of “physical” phenomenon
that belongs to the fabric of a finite,
created order, like “darkness, sickness,
death, and so on” (RD 3:57). Sin may
never be treated as though it belongs
to the substance of things as God
created them, or belongs necessarily
to human existence in its limitations.
Furthermore, explanations of sin that
appeal to the natural order of things
or to the inscrutable nature of God
suggest that sin is a kind of eternal
and invincible reality, a necessary
feature of the world as its exists and
even authored by God himself. When
sin is not referred to the creature’s
willful turning away in independence
from God as Creator, it becomes a
part of a larger whole, a kind of “lower
or lesser degree of the good” (RD
3:57). Like a loose thread in the larger
tapestry of existence, sin is treated as
though it had a necessary place in the
created order and actually contributes
in its own way to the greater good of
the whole. Finally, any explanation
of sin that appeals to some feature of
God’s nature that is inscrutable and
dark implies that God himself is, in
some sense, the author of sin. But
in the biblical worldview, sin always
remains an enigma that is unalterably
opposed to God’s righteousness and
holiness, an “alien” intrusion into
God’s good creation, a vincible and
ultimately impossible threat to God’s
triumphant will and good purposes
for the world.

In addition to this explanation, which
appeals to the inevitable limitations
that attend the life of a finite creature,
it is also suggested that there may be a
kind of “dark nature or blind will in the
divine being itself ” that explains the
origin of sin. Not only is man a finite
creature whose limitations inevitably
give rise to sinful and evil actions, but
God’s inscrutable being and nature
offer an ultimate explanation for the
origin of sin. Though it is entirely
perplexing and unfathomable to
us, some suggest that perhaps God
himself, who is the source and origin
of all things, is somehow the author of
evil and sin.
Bavinck notes that in both of these
explanations for the enigma of
the origin of sin, there is a kind of
inevitability to the introduction of sin
in the world and human history. Since
human beings are finite creatures, and
since God is the unfathomably deep
and incomprehensible source of all
things, sin must find its origin either
in the necessary limits of human
nature or in the deep (and dark)
purposes of God’s unsearchable will.
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Sin and the Will of God
Although

Bavinck

rejects

those

explanations of the origin of sin
that appeal to the nature of creation
with its limitations or to God as the
inscrutable source of all things, even
evil and sin, he does affirm that
there is an undeniable connection
between God’s will or counsel and
the origin of sin within the created
order. “Scripture, which strongly
distances God from all wickedness,
firmly announces, on the other hand,
that his counsel and government also
extend to sin. God is not the author
of sin, yet it does not lie outside his
knowledge, his will, and his power”
(RD 3:59). Unless we choose to deny
God’s omniscience and omnipotence,
we must reckon with the idea that
God’s will and purpose encompass
even the mystery of the origin of sin.
The difficult theological question is
this: how do we explain or account for
the relation between sin and the will
of God? In the history of theology,
many theologians have appealed to
the idea of God’s “permissive” will
to explain this relation. It is not that
God positively willed that sin and
evil be introduced into his creation.
Rather, God was pleased, in order to
achieve his ultimate good ends and
purposes, to “permit” sin and evil to
occur within the created order. The
explanation of the introduction of sin
by virtue of God’s permissive will is a
popular one, and finds representatives
among some of the early church
fathers, as well as among Roman
Catholic, Lutheran, Remonstrant,
and modern theologians. According
to this explanation, God’s will
with respect to sin is a “negative
act,” a “withholding of obstacles”
(suspensio impendimenti). God’s will
of permission is his will not to act or
to intervene in order to prevent the
introduction of sin into the world.
For Bavinck, the explanation for the
origin of sin that appeals to God’s
permissive will is inadequate and
ambiguous. It is inadequate because
it is does not escape the problem of
the relation between God’s will and

the origin of sin. If God “permits”
sin, he does so in such a way that its
introduction into the created world is
inevitable. For if we were to say that
God’s permissive will does not ensure
the origin of sin, then we would have
to assume a Pelagian standpoint,
namely, that the creature who sins has
the full ability either to sin or not to
sin, and the origin of sin lies entirely
outside of any real relation to the will
of God.
The great church father Augustine
was correct when he observed that
“permission” does not remove the
will of God from any connection to
the origin of sin: “Nothing, therefore,
happens unless the Omnipotent wills
it to happen: he either permits it to
happen or he brings it about himself ”
(RD 3:60). Even when God permits
something to happen, he does so in a
way that ensures its occurrence. God
does whatever he wills, even though
we may construe his will differently
in relation to what he approves and
what he disapproves. Augustine’s
observation that “even what is done
against His will, is not done without
His will,” expresses the inescapable
truth that God has included all things
within the scope and embrace of his
sovereign will and purpose. For this
reason, Bavinck concludes that the
idea of “permission” by itself offers no
ultimate solution to the problem of
God’s will and the origin of sin:
The issue is simply that the word
“permission” conceived in a negative
sense offers no solution whatever to
the problem of God’s relation to sin,
fails utterly to answer the objection
that God is the author of sin, and in
fact withdraws the whole reality of sin
from the context of God’s providential
government. After all, one who can
prevent an evil but, while quietly
looking on, lets it happen, is as guilty
as one who commits that evil (RD
3:62).
Rather than attempt a solution to
the origin of sin by utilizing the idea
of God’s “permissive” will, Bavinck

suggests that we would do better to
distinguish the manner in which God
governs the good and the evil, the
righteous and the sinful actions of his
creatures. Even though we may say
that God wills the good and the evil,
we must also add that his manner
of government in each case is quite
distinct. Whereas God delights in the
good, he hates the evil.
Though “materially” the creature’s
actions are possible only by virtue
of God’s will to grant human beings
the power to act, “formally” human
beings act by their own will and
power. Without himself becoming
the author of sin and evil, God is able
to include even what is contrary to
his will within his government so as
to accomplish infallibly his sovereign
and good purposes. “In the case of
the good, God’s providence must be
understood as God himself by his
Spirit working in the subject and
positively enabling this subject to do
good. In the case of sin, it may not be
pictured that way. Sin is lawlessness,
deformity, and does not have God
as its efficient cause, but at most as
its deficient cause” (RD 3:63). God’s
will and government of all things
is holy and innocent, so that even
when God makes use of sin within
his purposes, he does so without
himself “committing” the sin. Within
God’s all-embracing counsel for the
creation, it is possible for him to will
sin and evil, knowing at the same
time that he will use them to achieve
his good purposes, yet in such a way
as never to become party to them or
liable to defeat by them.
In his treatment of the enigma of the
origin of sin, Bavinck admits that we
left with an apparently unsolvable
problem: How can we explain the
origin of sin in human life? While it
is true that sin and evil are subject to
God’s government and encompassed
within his overarching purposes, it is
never the case that the origin of sin
among human beings who bear God’s
image has any other explanation than
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in the exercise of their wills. But what
remains deeply mysterious is that
the will of a rational-moral creature,
who was created in an original state
of true knowledge, righteousness, and
holiness, would turn away from God
in sin and transgression. If a fresh
water spring is pure at its source, how
could it produce a polluted stream? In
short, how is it possible that human
beings, who were created in a state of
original righteousness, could fall into
sin and transgression? While Bavinck
acknowledges the utter futility that
attends any attempt to account fully
for the origin of sin, he does make
several observations that provide
some insight into this problem.
First, though human beings were
originally created good and after
God’s own image, God nonetheless
must be understood to have willed
the possibility of their sinning against
him. Since Adam and Eve were not
created in a state of sinless perfection,
which excluded any possibility of
sin whatsoever, God did not choose
to preclude from the beginning the
possibility of the origin of sin.
Second, Bavinck notes that “God so
created angels and human that they
could sin and fall. They did not yet
possess the highest [gift]; they were
placed at the beginning of the road,
not the end” (RD 3:66). When God
first created angels and humans, he
did not create them with the gift of
certain perseverance in the way of
obedience. Though they could remain
obedient, there was no absolute
certainty that they would do so.
Though they were created good, they
were not created as immutably good.
“They did not yet possess the highest,
inadmissible freedom, that is, the
freedom of no longer being able to
want to sin” (RD 3:67).
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Third, when we consider the question
concerning the origin of sin, we must
reckon with the creaturely power
of imagination. Before the will to
sin gave birth to an act of sinful
disobedience, we must assume that
the creature was able to imagine or
entertain the idea of sin. Though
this power of imagination may not
be regarded as a solution to the
remaining enigma of the origin of sin,
it does at least provide an explanation
of the progress or movement from
the contemplation of to the actuality
of sin. “The mind entertains the idea
of sin, the imagination beautifies and
converts it into a fascinating ideal,
desire reaches out to it, and the will
goes ahead and does it. Thus, in the
case of both angels and humans, the
imagination was the faculty that made
the violation of the commandment
appear as the road to equality with
God” (RD 3:67).
And fourth, the biblical distinction
between the original man, Adam,
who was “from the earth, a man of
dust” (1 Cor. 15:45ff.) and the “last”
man, Christ, who was “the Lord from
heaven who became a life-giving
Spirit,” is of special significance.
This distinction corresponds to the
distinction between human life at
creation, which was not the end of
God’s way with human beings but the
beginning of that way, and human
life as a result of God’s work of recreation in Christ. The original state of
humanity is a lesser and subordinate
one, which does not reach its goal or
end until the coming of Christ and
the re-creation of fallen sinners in
conformity to him. The consummate
and perfected state of human life
only comes through Christ, the “last”
or eschatological Adam. And this
difference between the original and
the consummate form of human life
also in its own way testifies to the
possibility of the origin of sin after
the first creation of human beings in
God’s image.

Conclusion
For
these
reasons,
Bavinck
emphasizes that the “possibility” of
sin existed within the framework
of God’s creation of the world and
human beings in his image. Though
this possibility may not be construed
in such a way as to diminish the
enigma or riddle of sin, it at least helps
us to understand how it may find its
place within the all-encompassing
reach of God’s providential rule and
ordering of all things. No matter how
mysterious the origin of sin, it must
be understood to be embraced within
God’s good and holy purposes for the
glorification of himself through the
creation and its history. Though God
is not the Author or Source of sin, his
eternal counsel does use even sin and
evil to accomplish his unfathomable
purposes to glorify himself and
to redeem his people in Christ.1
			
1. In my summary of Bavinck’s treatment
of the origin of sin, I have not considered
his treatment of the question of the time
of sin’s introduction into the created order,
whether in the world of angelic spirits or
subsequently within the context of human
history. While Bavinck acknowledges that
the Scriptures do not speak directly to this
question, he maintains that we have to
distinguish always between the original state
of God’s good creation and its subsequent (in
time) ruination through the introduction of
sin, first among the angels and then among
human beings. Bavinck also suggests that
Adam likely fell rather soon after he was
created, though he admits that this is at best a
surmise that cannot be known with certainty
(RD 3:74).
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Pornography: A Practical Perspective

This article is intended to explain
various biblical principles and
methods by which we may seek and
guard sexual purity as we live before
God. These are compiled under two
basic headings: practical theology
and practical purity.

A. Practical Theology
The Scriptures tell us that God wants
His people to remain pure. Paul wrote,
“But among you there must not be
even a hint of sexual immorality, or
of any kind of impurity, or of greed,
because these are improper for
God’s holy people” (Eph. 5:3). From
this we understand that not a whiff
of impurity is to be traced to the
Christian. We also need to keep in
mind that the Lord does not require
from us things that we are unable to
do. He gives us His Spirit to motivate
and help us fight the temptations
that we are surrounded with. What
follows are basic biblical guidelines
where sexual sin has occurred.
Repent. First things first, before
anything else, we need to own up
to our sin before God and perhaps
others who are directly affected by our
sin. This must be done by admitting
the wrong, taking ownership of it,
expressing genuine remorse and a
desire to turn away from evil (Acts
2:38).
Confess. Taking ownership of
wrongdoing requires a verbal
outpouring to the offended God and
stop making excuses for yourself. Sin
is not a disease, nor ought we to lay
the blame anywhere else except at our
own doorstep. A good place to start
confession is by learning Psalm 51
and making it your own. Reading it
daily for a month or so is one way to
impress upon ourselves the dishonor
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we have brought on our God and
ourselves.
Pray for the presence of the Holy Spirit.
Ask God to give you His Spirit, to
guide and direct your way, and to
make you strong when temptation
comes. God’s Spirit will convict you
that His forgiveness is not automatic
as we so often wish to think of it.
Rather, it is very costly—Christ died
so you could be forgiven. The Spirit
will help us live out of the Word if we
ask (Eph. 1:17).
Submit. Real change requires
abandonment of pride, selfishness,
and arrogance and having it replaced
with the ability to change. Our
will is powerless without God. You
absolutely need Him, and you need
to remember that you are where you
are (in sin) because you thought you
could do without him. Submission
will often include making yourself
vulnerable and open to the assistance
of godly advisors (James 5:16).
Resist. The Christian life requires us
to develop the spirit of a fighter who
is determined to win what he has set
his sights on (1Tim. 6:12; 2 Tim. 1:7;
Heb. 12:1).
Change. By the grace of God we
may expect to experience positive
change in our lives that comes from
living obediently before God. Over
time temptations can subside and
become easier to conquer as we gain
the confidence we may receive from
God’s Spirit working in us (Ps. 34:14).
Fighting the Good Fight
When Christians undertake to fight
against and overcome sin in their
lives, they will meet with much
resistance. They should expect a fight
from the devil, the world, and their
own selves.

Rev. Hank 		
Van der Woerd

The world. The world hates
nonconformists who belong to Jesus
Christ. You can fully expect ridicule,
enticement, and hostility to be your
lot, directed at you from both outside
as well as inside church. You may
be labeled a “prude” or a “puritan”
(that’s not all bad!) and be regarded
as a legalist who takes God’s Word
too seriously. From the world you can
expect the unexpected. Remember
that they will never give up.
The devil. Often Christians do not
take the devil and his dominion
seriously enough. We deal with real
spiritual forces of which we have a
poor understanding. Satan is a real
and powerful spiritual being, and we
are engaged in a real life-and-death
battle, which we can only win as
soldiers of Jesus Christ (Eph. 6:12).
The flesh. Our sinful self will try to
lead us astray in any number of ways:
Our weakness: The
unwillingness to mount an
offense and fight
Our ignorance: The
unwillingness we have to learn
ways in which to combat our
sin and become educated
concerning the world we live in
Our procrastination: The
unwillingness to deal with our
condition promptly
Our laziness: The unwillingness
to expend the energy required
Our reduced zeal: The
unwillingness to maintain a high
level of devotion
Our self-indulgence: The
unwillingness to say no to self
Our hypocrisy: The
unwillingness to admit we have
a problem

Do you recognize the following: “that
they may . . . manfully fight against and
overcome sin, the devil, and his whole
dominion”? This line comes from the
prayer in the form for baptism of
infants.1 It, or something like it, was
prayed over most of us at the time of
our baptism. The church did not pray
it in vain. Rather, she trusts that God
will answer and give His power by
His Spirit. Not only that, but the Lord
and His church fully expect from us
that we will take up the challenge and
fight valiantly the battle to which we
are called.

B. Practical Purity
Followers of Jesus Christ take the
Word of God seriously and seek
to be mastered by the Author and
Finisher of our faith. They will by
definition be nonconformists who
are at odds with the world around
them, which seeks to seduce them
away from Christ. To be Christ-like is
to be hated. Many Christians need to
grow up and shed their naïveté. They
must have a strategy for the life-anddeath combat they are engaged in.
Proverbs 20:18 teaches “Make plans
by seeking advice; if you wage war,
obtain guidance.”
For purity to be a reality in their
life, their strategy may be shaped as
follows:
Surround yourself with good counselors
(Prov.
15:22).
Encouragement,
wisdom, and assistance are necessary
ingredients to the implementation
and long-term outcome of most
important life changes.
Be prepared. You need to be vigilant
and ready for the confrontation when
it strikes. Know what you are dealing
with. Do not be surprised when you
are ambushed by temptation. By
staying close to God’s Word, living
an active prayer life, and guarding
your heart, your attention is directed
godward and away from the world.
Be transparent. Sinful desires can
be held in check through a process

of accountability, first to God, and
also through open and honest
communication with a spouse, family
member, or friend. Knowing that
others care deeply and are prepared
to hold you to account prevents many
urges from seeing the light of day.
Supporting one another keeps us
from falling.
Know your weakness. Understanding
ourselves spiritually as fallen creatures
keeps us humble before God.
Understanding that we have many
biological processes that make us who
we are also helps us to understand

not left unguarded for children and
others to view any kind of depravity
at the touch of a button. Paul
commands Christians to flee from
immorality (1 Cor. 6:18). Running
in the opposite direction is a wise
course of action and should not be
confused with cowardice. Just saying
no is an extremely difficult expression
but very necessary. Saying yes to
godly activities distracts us from the
ungodly and grows us in grace and
sanctification.
Set a zero-tolerance standard. The
bar of Christian behavior must be set

Surround yourself with good counselors

Be prepared

Be transparent Have a strategy
Know your weaknesses

Set a zero-tolerance standard

what is going on inside of us. For
instance, in addition to hormones
that can make us crazy, we have a
reticular activating system (RAS), a
part of our brain that processes what
we should notice. It makes choices as
to what we recognize, what motivates
us, and what arouses us. In short, it
determines what gets our attention.
The RAS helps a pregnant woman
notice another woman with a similar
condition from one hundred yards
away across a busy mall. If the RAS
has been trained from a young age to
scout out and observe members of the
opposite sex, it will take much time
and patience to retrain.
Have a strategy. It should go without
saying, but avoidance of situations
where temptations lurk is key to a
successful strategy. Strangely, this
piece of the puzzle seems often to
be missing. Inappropriate movies
have ratings, yet these are ignored.
Computers are more often than

according to the Word of God, both
for ourselves and for the broader
community of believers. Standards
and
expectations
concerning
inappropriate entertainment can be
set by parents, elders, and others in
authority. Where these standards are
violated, some form of discipline can
be applied as needed. Many forms of
dress, where cleavage or curves are
on display, do nothing to help those
engaged in the purity battle. Members
of both sexes may need to learn more
concerning modesty in church, in
school, and at the workplace.
Personal and group study. Becoming
educated concerning God’s Word
and matters of purity requires time,
commitment, and a willingness to
learn. When it comes to this aspect
of our lives, we have many good
intentions; yet these are not often
realized. A Bible study at the beginning
of the year may be well attended, but
by the end of the season only the dieJuly/August 2012 | 27

hards are left. Similarly, one can buy
all kinds of books concerning the
subject of purity, but one actually has
to read them to benefit from them. A
list of helpful materials follows at the
end of this article.
Software protection. Two basic
types of computer software are
available to control inappropriate
material. Each has both advantages
and disadvantages and needs to be
assessed on the basis of individual
needs.
Filtering software does what the
name suggests; it filters inappropriate
websites and only allows the user
to access what is considered safe.
Especially for families with small
children, this is a practical option.
The software operates as a watchdog

of sorts. Filtering can at times be too
restrictive, as the software will likely
prevent websites with news items or
other mature themes.

are affordably priced. Families and
congregations may even wish to check
out group pricing, thereby increasing
availability while keeping costs low.

Accountability software does not
prevent access to any site. It is
programmed to send a report to
the parents or another supervisor
concerning the sites visited by the
computer device on which it is
installed. Generally, the awareness
that someone is, as it were, looking
over your shoulder prevents the
temptation of just checking for a
minute an unsuitable site in a moment
of boredom. Knowing that someone
is watching sufficiently prevents most
straying into sinful territory.

The writer of Proverbs tells us to:
“Commit to the Lord whatever you
do, and your plans will succeed” (16:3).
As Christians, we must recognize
that for the first time in history an
open sewer has been installed in the
middle our homes which threatens
to pull in many of the unwary. With
God’s help, becoming knowledgeable,
and using the wisdom we have been
given, we have what we need to
remain pure and undefiled by the
world. “For the Lord watches over
the way of the righteous, but the way
of the wicked will perish” (Ps. 1:6).
			
1. Blue Psalter Hymnal, p. 125.

Both filtering and accountability
software are commonly available and

To the grandfathers (in particular) and others who think this is

not their problem, those who may be saying something like, “This doesn’t
affect me; I don’t have a computer anyway,” or, “These are just a young
man’s problem; I’m too old to be bothered with this; it’s a waste of time,” let
me say respectfully (but forcefully) that you need to know that the majority
around you struggles with issues of purity. Perhaps this is a subject you are
squeamish to speak about, or you think that if you ignore it long enough
it will go away. However, you need to know that you are threatened by this
epidemic and so is your family.
You are not dead. You are not immune. This issue is all around you;
perhaps you are caught in it yourself. You are not above this. When one
part of the body hurts, the whole body does. You have a responsibility
to your God, your church, and your household. These are your sons and
daughters and grandchildren who are affected. This problem faces you
whether you like it, want it, or will admit it. And that means you have to
deal with it; ignoring it will not make it go away.
You can be informed. All you have to do is ask. Information has never been
easier to find than today. You can be vigilant; you can set your radar up and
watch for the attack of evil against your family, seek to prevent it, and take
it on as an old, grizzled, tough soldier of the cross.
You have seen this stuff in your life somewhere. You know—and you know
the dangers and the problems. You know how it offends the Lord. You have
seen the broken marriages; maybe you even have one yourself. You have
seen the dysfunctional lives; maybe you have one of those too. You know.
At the very least you can stand with the younger men in your family and
community.
There are many things you can do. Sitting and watching on the sidelines is
not an option.

You can be informed; you add to your
knowledge and to your wisdom. If you
can read this, you are not too old to
learn something new.
You can set a zero-tolerance policy for
your family and for yourself. You can
help to set the standard with your loved
ones.
You can be a mentor to your children
and grandchildren if they trust you.
You can be a monitor, an accountability
partner through accountability
software.
You can be an encourager and a coach.
You can be an investor. Buy the
software for your family; bankroll
whatever it takes.
You can be an elder to them, teaching
them the ways of the Lord concerning
purity.
You can be a protector.
You can be one who prays (most
importantly).
In other words, you can be what God
calls you to be: a grandfather.

Rev. Hank Van der Woerd is the co-pastor of Trinity United Reformed Church in Lethbridge, AB.
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It was over twenty-five
years ago. I was still in
seminary. A professor
told my class of seminary
students that one out of
every three of us sitting
in that room would be
released from ministry
because of allegations
brought against us for
violating the seventh
commandment. He added,
“And if you don’t think it
can happen to you, you
will be one of the first ones
to go.”
I was reminded of what my seminary
professor had said by an illustration
that Rev. Hank Van der Woerd used
in one of his sermons. He said that
pornography is so readily available
that even in church a person can find
a pornographic picture faster than
you can find “Take Time to Be Holy”
in the Psalter Hymnal. Six seconds.
That’s all it takes for you to have a
woman dancing in front of you on
your iPhone.
It all starts innocently enough. Look
anything up on YouTube, innocent as
it may be. After that video is finished,
a dozen or more additional videos
pop up that are based on the same
topic. It becomes a little bit like Dutch
Bingo—it only takes three or four
moves and a video pops up that seeks
to stimulate you sexually.

In my ministry I have dealt with people
who were addicted to pornography. It
started easily enough for them. Just
pick up a magazine—not to look at
the pictures—but for the articles. I
remember years ago when that excuse
was actually used. One of the most
religious presidents in the United
States, Jimmy Carter, did an interview
for Playboy Magazine. It legitimized
it. Suddenly, Christians were buying
the magazine. Oh, not for the pictures,
but for the interview. Still, as long as
you have the magazine, why not look
at the pictures?
How many Christians subscribe to
Sports Illustrated? It comes out with
a swimsuit issue every year. Many
of them will argue that that’s not
pornography. Isn’t it? You will never
be able to convince me that readers
of Sports Illustrated look at those
women in swimsuits and ask, “Hmm,
I wonder what kind of material that
bathing suit is made out of,” or “I
wonder if it comes in blue. I think I’ll
buy one for my daughter for when she
goes to the local pool.”
We make light of this, but what is
happening is something very sinful. It
is called lust. Jesus said, “But I tell you
that anyone who looks at a woman
lustfully has already committed
adultery with her in his heart” (Matt.
5:28). But, you say, that’s got nothing
to do with you. That’s wonderful!
Shall we ask as a computer expert
to come to your house to check out
your computer to see where you have
been? How closely are you guarding
where your children have been on the
computer? How closely do you guard
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the sites your grandchildren visit
when they come to your house?
Here’s a challenge for parents who read
this article: Take your son’s laptop,
iPhone, iPad, or whatever gadget he is
using and push the little button on it
that says “YouTube.” From there check
out the button that says “history.” It
will tell you what he has been looking
at. Invasion of privacy? Not at all. It is
called your responsibility as a parent.
If his history has great hockey shots or
trailers for the next Lord of the Rings
movie—good for him. If it has lewd
and suggestive material—it’s about
time you found out what he was
watching. And he has had his iPhone
for more than six months and his
history says “no videos,” that means
he is watching something he doesn’t
want you to find. He has erased it.

The Bible and Lust
When God created male and female,
He gave them the capacity to multiply.
Scripture tells us that God evaluated
all he made as very good. In Song of
Solomon, Solomon speaks of the
pleasures of sexual intimacy between
the husband and his wife. We can
and should praise God for the gift of
sexual intimacy as God intended it to
be in marriage.
Can we be attracted to it, however,
before God intends for us to
experience it? Many young people
who do not have their driver’s licenses
are already attracted to a certain
vehicle that they want. That vehicle—
the Dodge Ram Truck, the Corvette,
or whatever vehicle they want—
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they are older, they will spend money
on pornography.
You may argue that on the Internet
it is free. There are, in fact, all kinds
of things on the Internet that you
can view for free. But, in the long
run, nothing in this life is free. The
pornography business is a billiondollar business. It didn’t get that way
because it gives it all away. It may start
out “free,” but that is just the hook. Sin
has a way of taking over. You look at a
pornographic image out of curiosity;
maybe you are exposed to porn on
the internet entirely by accident, but
one look leads to another.
seems to be everywhere you look. It’s
like the time you bought a new red
car. Suddenly there seemed to be red
cars everywhere.
So it is with pornography. When
young boys “come of age,” suddenly
girls become more attractive. And
scantily clad, even naked girls, can
be found everywhere. It is not only
on the Internet. It’s at the checkout
counter at the local grocery store.
Almost every TV show is filled with
sexual innuendo or sexually charged
dialogue and scenes. Over ninety per
cent of all the sex on television is based
on lust and sex outside of marriage.
Even if you find a nice, family-focused
program or a game show or sporting
event, the advertising will seek to
entice you with sexual stimuli.
In spite of this, we are shocked when
we read that over half of all teenage
girls from age fourteen to nineteen
are sexually active. The number of
“friends with benefits” is ever on
the increase. Want some startling
statistics?
One fourth of all new HIV cases
occur in people who are under age 21.
Ten percent of children lose their
virginity before they are thirteen
years old.
Two out of every three teenagers are
sexually active by the end of high
school.
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One fourth of all sexually active teens
have a sexually transmitted disease.
Sixteen per cent of high school
students in grade 10 have had four or
more sexual partners.
You need to understand, parents, that
because we live in a highly sexually
charged culture, our children are
becoming curious about sex at a
much earlier age than when you were
younger.
Some studies reveal that the
average age of exposure to Internet
pornography is now age five. You
might wonder why the pornography
industry would care about children.
Ask the tobacco industry. Ask the
alcohol industry. Why do they want
people to smoke their first cigarette
or take their first drink? The answer
is simple—so they will take their
second, and then their third, and on
and on until it becomes a lifestyle.
And then they are hooked, caught in
Satan’s snare.
That’s the way it is with
pornography. Experts will tell you
that the pornography industry
fully understands that looking at
pornography can become addictive.
If children are exposed early enough,
and often enough, they will see
nothing wrong with it. Then, when

Eventually, what excited you at first
no longer works for you. Take, for
example, that swimsuit issue of Sports
Illustrated. It doesn’t take long before
those pictures no longer satisfy. So
you buy some soft core porn. When
that no longer satisfies, you move on
to hard core porn. You find yourself
spending more and more of your time
looking at pornography.
Sin doesn’t stop there. After that
there are two avenues you can take,
and you will probably take both. You
start acting out on your addiction by
visiting strip joints, working your way
ever closer to the exotic dancers. Soon
the pictures that do satisfy you are of
girls who are younger and younger.
Recently our local newspaper
reported on two separate incidents
where men were arrested for child
pornography. I can guarantee you
they did not start their addiction that
way. It probably started years earlier
with something much simpler. Ted
Bundy did not just one day decide to
be a rapist-murderer. In interviews he
fully admitted it all started by looking
at pornography. Jeffrey Dahmer did
not say, “When I grow up I want to
rape, kill, and eat little boys.”

A Look at Lust
We are going back to the days of
the Pharisees. They taught that the

seventh commandment extended no
further than the actual act of adultery.
If sin was in the heart and it went no
further than that, then God would not
be able to hear it or see it. He would
not hold a person accountable for it.
There are all kinds of people today who
honestly think that the only way they
can break the seventh commandment
is by actually committing adultery—
that is, having a physical affair of some
sort. They do all kinds of unfaithful
and unloving things—never actually
committing adultery—but destroying
their marriage just the same.
And
they think they are perfectly innocent.
Jesus said, “Anyone who looks at
a woman lustfully has committed
adultery in his heart (Matthew 5:28).
I am sure that there are some of you
single men who read this who are
quick to say, “Well, that’s not me. I’m
innocent. I can’t be unfaithful to my
wife because I don’t have a wife.” You
can still be just as guilty. That woman
you look at on YouTube is not your
wife. That woman in that magazine is
not your wife. You are being unfaithful
to your future wife by some of the
actions that you are doing today.
You cannot be satisfied with trying to
figure out how far you can go before
you have gone too far. Too many
Christians act like bugs around the
bug zapper. We are attracted to the
false light. We want to see how close
they can get that light instead of the
true light We work ourselves closer
and closer, until all of a sudden
“ZZZT”—we are fried, and it is too
late.
We are called, as Christians, to be
like Christ. It is Christ who taught
us that not only is adultery wrong
but so also are the impure thoughts

that fill our minds. In other words,
the Technicolor R-rated reruns that
play in our mind are wrong. When
you walk into a certain movie, rent
a certain DVD, browse certain sites
on the Internet, and you know full
well how it will affect you, you are
committing adultery. When you turn
on the television and continue to
watch lewd and suggestive programs,
pick up questionable magazines, or
linger too long over sections of the
Sears and Roebuck catalog that shows
pictures of nothing you are ever going
to buy, you are committing adultery
in your mind. It is not only looking
at someone until you lust after her,
but also looking for someone or
something to lust after.
The Bible tells us of Samson, an
incredibly strong judge, who had a
weakness for women. As you read
about the life of Samson, you will
notice that every time he goes astray,
running off with some Philistine
woman, the Word of God points out
that it was the eyes of Samson that led
him into sin.
Judges 14:1 “And Samson saw a young
Philistine woman.”
14:8 “he turned aside to look . . .”
16:1 “One day Samson went to Gaza
and saw a prostitute.”
Not until his eyes are finally plucked
out does Samson look to the Lord.
David was a man after God’s own
heart, but he gave that heart to
Bathsheba, and it led to adultery and
murder. In both the case of David and
that of Samson, their eyes became so
filled with lust that they could not
keep themselves away from sin. These
men are not exceptions to the rule.
They point out that even the strongest
among us can so easily fall into this
trap.

Flee from Lust
As Christians we have to make a
covenant with our eyes that their
pleasure comes not from the
allurements of the world but from
beholding the light of Jesus Christ.
Hebrews 12:2 encourages us to fix our
eyes on Jesus. Learn to bounce your
eyes; look the other way; starve your
eyes. You need to make a pact that
your eyes will not fasten themselves
to anything impure. Don’t let them
focus on things that will bring evil
desires or imaginations to your mind.
How do you do that? Jesus offers us
some very sobering advice that takes
us back to Samson. He says, “If your
right eye causes you to sin, gouge it
out and throw it away. It is better for
you to lose one part of your body than
for your whole body to be thrown into
hell. And if your right hand causes
you to sin, cut it off and throw it away.
It is better for you to lose one part of
your body than for your whole body
to go into hell” (Matt. 5:29–30).
To say the least, it is a rather severe
operation that Jesus prescribes for the
prevention of fleshly lust. When Jesus
suggests that we pluck out our eye or
cut off our arm, He warns us that we
are to have control over our bodies.
You cannot let your body and your
fleshly desires control you. Guard
your heart.
So what should we do? Should we run
to the desert to escape? Perhaps we
should run to two separate deserts—
men to one and women to another.
We need to recognize that there
may well be times when we simply
have to run away from temptation.
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That is not the whole answer, but
that certainly is part of it. Paul’s
advice to new converts was, “Flee
from sexual immorality” (1 Cor.
6:18). To a new pastor he wrote,
“Flee the evil desires of youth and
pursue righteousness, faith, love,
and peace.” (2 Tim. 2:22). In other
words, follow the pattern set by
Joseph, who fled from Potiphar’s
wife, and not the pattern of David,
who couldn’t keep his eyes off of
Bathsheba. Why should you flee?
Because there is something about
the sexual instinct that it operates
apart from reason or logic. It is an
emotional drive that forgets all about
reason. It will operate against every
logical brain cell you have.
Think about it. You are confronted
with a sexually stimulating situation.
Instead of shutting it out of your
mind and fleeing from it, you feed
those thoughts by looking at pictures
of some person you do not know and
cannot touch. How does that help?
That’s like being really, really hungry
and looking at pictures of a prime rib
dinner. It is not going to satisfy you. It
never will. It will only make you crave
more.
The writer of Proverbs wrote, “Can a
man scoop fire into his lap without
his clothes being burned? Can a man
walk on hot coals without his feet
being scorched? So is he who sleeps
with another man’s wife; no one who
touches her will go unpunished”
(Prov. 6:27–29). Neither you nor
anyone else is 100 percent immune
or 100 percent able to resist or avoid
sexual temptations. Put a guard on
your eyes. Watch what you watch. No
matter how entertaining you might
find it, keep away from it.

Solutions for Lust
But you can’t always run away from
it, can you? As I noted earlier, it’s
everywhere. So how do we keep
ourselves pure? We need a strong
motive for purity because we are
constantly bombarded with sexuality
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every day. Does fear motivate you?
Fear can be a good motive at times,
but fear of what? Losing an eye?
Losing an arm? Maybe fear of getting
caught? That may work at times,
but in the heat of passion it will let
you down. When you are home all
alone—just you and that magazine
or just you and the Internet—it is
not going to work. Fear of hell? That
might be a motive to keep you pure,
but it is bad theology, and sooner or
later you will convince yourself that
God will forgive you just this once.
The Psalmist wrote, “Turn my eyes
away from worthless things; preserve
my life according to your word” (Ps.
119:37). How many times have you
prayed that prayer? Rather than
seeking those things that will corrupt
the body and destroy your soul, seek
after God.
Jesus said, “Seek first the kingdom
of heaven, and all these things will
be given to you as well” (Matt. 6:33).
What things? The fruit of the Spirit.
And which fruit of the Spirit do you
need when these temptations come?
Self-control. Walking with the Spirit
and in the fruits of the Spirit will be
as effective as plucking out your eye
or cutting off your arm because your
walking in the Spirit is the destruction
of the old man within you.
When you really get down to it, the
strongest motive for purity in body
and soul is the love you have for Jesus
Christ. Our aim should not be to see
how close we can get to the world
but to see how best we can serve and
honor God who sent His Son to die for
us so that we can have the forgiveness

of our sins. We need to put our
love for Christ into action with a
healthy spirit of purity, showing
God how much we love Him. By
doing that, we will develop a spirit
of reverence—reverence to God
who has shown us His wonderful
plan for sexuality inside the
marriage bond, reverence for one
another as brothers and sisters
in Christ, and reverence for
ourselves because we are temples
of God.

Release from Lust
And finally, for those who are caught
in the pornography trap, I want you
to know it is not too late to get out.
The purpose of these three articles is
to help you. God is able to pick you
up and put you back on the road that
brings glory to His name. No matter
how far you have fallen, there is help
available. You need to reconnect with
Jesus Christ. It is not the love of the
world that you need; it is the love of
God. If you want to be released from
the bondage of pornography, you
need to turn to Jesus Christ for the
wonderful gift of forgiveness and for
the gift of moral strength.
When you confess your sins, you can
know that you are forgiven through
the blood of Jesus Christ. When
you acknowledge Jesus Christ as the
Master and Lord of your life, He is
there to face your temptations with
you. He is there to give you an escape
route so that you can say no to sin
and yes to a life of purity. With the
love of Christ in your life, either as a
married man, a single teen, or a young
adult, your life can be one that is filled
with a true love, joy, and happiness
based on following your Redeemer
and your King.

Rev. Wybren H. Oord is the
co-pastor of the Trinity United
Reformed Church in Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada, and the editor
of The Outlook.
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Pornography: A Psychological Perspective
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What effect does using pornography
have on a person? Some people seem
to think that since using pornography
is often a private thing, you can get
away with it without facing any real
consequences. Boys will be boys.
This is something that you can do
for a while and then one day leave it
behind—no worse for wear. I would
like to suggest that, in fact, there are
serious consequences on a number
of different levels. I would like to
highlight some of psychological,
relational, and spiritual issues that
come out of using pornography.
Before doing so, however, I would like
to make a few comments on the way
God intended us to use our sexuality.
In the Scriptures the Lord presents
our sexuality as a precious gift that
is sacred in his eyes. He has taught
us to reserve our sexuality for the
marriage covenant. Our Father gives
us this gift with the intention that
we have children and also so that we
might show our love to our husband
or wife in a unique way. In a passage
like Proverbs 5:15–19, for example,
we are taught to find sexual pleasure
in marriage. “Drink water from your
own cistern, running water from
your own well. Should your springs
overflow in the streets, your streams
of water in the public squares? Let
them be yours alone, never to be
shared with strangers. May your
fountain be blessed, and may you
rejoice in the wife of your youth. A
loving doe, a graceful deer—may
her breasts satisfy you always, may
you ever be captivated by her love.”

Similarly, in the Song of Solomon,
God commends the beauty of sexual
love in marriage. Our Father has given
us a precious gift that is meant to bind
husband and wife together in love.
It is when we understand the Lord’s
intentions with this gift that we can
see more clearly some of the terrible
consequences of pornography.

Psychological Issues
Pornography is addictive or, to use
the biblical word, enslaving. In many
ways those who fall into this trap find
themselves in a situation not unlike
those who use illicit drugs. Many
people who use pornography get a
high out of it. They find it pleasurable,
and so they come back to it time and
again. They become addicted. But then
over time they become desensitized
to it so that they do not get the same
feelings as when they first started.
This leads them to begin looking for
more and more graphic pornography.
And it is at this point some men even
make the transition to acting out
sexually. They move from images to
the real world. In Laurie Hall’s book,
An Affair of the Mind, she relates with
very raw emotions how her husband
got caught in this trap and eventually
ended up visiting prostitutes.
Even for those men who do not move
to acting out sexually, there are still
serious psychological consequences.
Those who use pornography often
lay down patterns in their thinking
and relating that stay with them for a
long time. Let me use an example to
illustrate. Anyone who plays piano
knows that after you have learned
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a piece and played it over and over
again, it sticks with you. Even if
you have not played that piece for a
long time, when you sit down at the
piano and start playing that piece,
it does not take long for it to come
back to you. This is especially true
for things learned very well and for
things learned early in life. The better
something is first learned, the deeper
that thing is imprinted in our minds,
and the easier it is for that thing to
come back to you. It is the reason
why elderly immigrants sometimes
slip back into speaking their native
language when they get older.
So what does this have to do with
pornography? The same process
happens in your mind when you start
using pornography. The more often
you go down that road, the stronger
the memory becomes. Many think
that they can put pornography out
of their system when they decide to
get over it. They will have fun with
it for now, but when they are older
or when they get married they will
put it out of their mind. But can you
unlearn your piano skills that easily?
If you have played “Mary Had a Little
Lamb” a thousand times, can you one
day wake up and decide that you are
no longer going to know how to play
it? If you have learned a language well
as a child, does it ever leave you?
Please do not misunderstand me. I’m
not saying that a person can never
change. The Lord is a God who
transforms and renews His people.
But we must realize that viewing
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pornography can have lasting impact
on our thinking. This is a principle
that has been well learned, for
example, by those who seek to help
alcoholics. When a friend and I were
invited to a meeting for Alcoholics
Anonymous, the one thing that stood
out was the way people introduced
themselves. “Hi, my name is Bob.
I’m an alcoholic and I’ve been dry
for ten years.” “Hi, my name is Shelly.
I’m an alcoholic and I have been dry
for three months.” “Hi, my name is
Frank. I’m an alcoholic, and I have
been dry for thirty-two years.” The
point that Frank was making was that
he is still an alcoholic, despite the
fact that he has been dry for thirtytwo years. He has set down such a
strong path in his mind that it will
never leave him. He is aware that in
the future he may still have a strong
desire for another drink. These people
are acknowledging that the desire for
another drink is not something you
just decide one day to get over and all
of a sudden you are over it! The same
applies to pornography.
At the same time, I would say that I
have serious reservations about the
way these people were introducing
themselves. These people are defining
themselves by a particular sin. They
said, “I am an alcoholic.” Yet, as the
people of God, our sin does not define
us. What defines me as a person is
that I belong to Jesus Christ. And as
children of the Lord we believe that
Jesus Christ has more power than any
sin or even the devil. So while it may
be true that I must struggle against
certain sins, they do not define me.
Since I belong to Jesus Christ, I trust
that He can use His power to rescue
me from my sins and set me free to
love and worship Him. In the same
way, if anyone struggles against
pornography, he should not worry
that it will always have power over his
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life. God sent His Son to save us from
our sins, and He uses His power to
renew us into His own image.
Still, the point remains that we must
be careful that we not give sin a place
in our lives. This is also the teaching
of the Scriptures. In Proverbs 22:6
God says, “Train a child in the way he
should go, and when he is old he will
not turn from it.” The way you train
a child when he is young is how he
is going to act when he is old. If we
get caught in the trap of pornography
when we are young, then we should
not be surprised if we have to struggle
against it when we are old. God makes
the same point in Galatians 6:7–8. The
context there is that back in chapter 5
the apostle tells us about the contrast
between those who satisfy the sinful
nature versus those who live by the
Spirit. The acts of the sinful nature
are obvious, including such things
as sexual immorality, impurity, and
debauchery.
In contrast, the fruit of the Spirit
includes things like love, goodness,
faithfulness, and self control. After
telling us to restore those who are
caught in sin and to carry each other’s
burdens, we are exhorted, “Do not be
deceived: God cannot be mocked. A
man reaps what he sows. The one who
sows to please his sinful nature, from
that nature will reap destruction; the
one who sows to please the Spirit,
from the Spirit will reap eternal life.
Let us not become weary in doing
good, for at the proper time we will
reap a harvest if we do not give up.”
You reap what you sow. If you sow
to please your sinful nature, God is
saying that it will have consequences
in your life. You will reap destruction
from your actions. There is a serious
calling here to flee from all sin,
including sexual sin.
Obviously we cannot do that by our
own strength. This is something that
the Holy Spirit needs to work out in

our lives. It is when we look to Christ
in faith and rely on Him to exercise
His power in our lives that He will
forgive us of our sins, transform our
minds, and renew us by His Holy
Spirit. He loves to do this for all those
who look to Him in faith. Since we
belong to Him, He loves to rescue us
from sin and the devil and conform
us to His own image. In the end, what
defines us is not our sin but the fact
that we belong to Jesus Christ.

Relationship Issues
Pornography can also be extremely
damaging to our relationships with
others. The first thing that stands out
is that viewing pornography is an
extremely selfish act. Those who view
pornography do so in order to get
pleasure. Invariably it is tied to selfstimulation or, to use the expensive
word, masturbation. This is outside
the framework of what God intended.
The Bible teaches us that God gave us
our sexuality as a means to express
love to our husband or wife and as a
means to have children. Both of these
are entirely missing in those who use
pornography.
It also leads to isolation. In most
occurrences the person using
pornography is physically, mentally,
and emotionally isolated from those
around. Whereas experiences that are
shared create a bond between people,
those experiences that are done in
isolation create a gulf between people
because others have not shared in
the experience, and so they do not
know what you are thinking or
feeling. This is especially true with
pornography because of the shame
and embarrassment. And on top of
that, the more a person is involved in
pornography, it is not uncommon that
people get involved in more and more
perverted expressions of sexuality.
This leads to further isolation and

estrangement. At end of the day the
person is left with the feeling, “I am
perverted. I am sick. I am not normal.
If they really knew what I was like,
they would recoil from me in horror.”
And so higher walls are built so that
no one can see into the soul.
We should understand that if a
person has viewed pornography as
a young man, the issue is not going
to be resolved simply by getting
married. Some people naively assume
that when they are married, it will all
be over, and they will have a normal
relationship with their wife. But in
reality the selfish patterns and the
shame and embarrassment can lead
to distance and estrangement in
marriage.

Another problem that develops for
those who view pornography is that
it can absorb a great deal of time and
money. Lauri Hall describes how her
husband increasingly missed out on
family life, became less productive at
work and isolated from other people,
in part because his time was more and
more absorbed by this sin.
Another
common
effect
of
pornography is that it leads to a life
of deceit. The person involved has
to cover for his guilt, time spent
elsewhere, lack of interest in healthy
intimacy, and many other things. The
way to keep this sin a secret is by lying.
Eventually these lies are exposed, and
trust is compromised. Yet again the
person is even more estranged from
those around him.

Spiritual Issues
The most serious consequence of
pornography is the effect it has on
a person’s relationship with the
Lord. Those who are involved in
pornography are sinning before the
Lord. They have taken something
that God intended a husband and
wife to share together and have taken
it for themselves. They sin against the
seventh commandment.
Since our sexuality is such an integral
part of our person, when we sin in
this way it often leads to intense
feelings of shame. It is not uncommon
that those who sin in this way lose
a sense of God’s favor. King David
gives expression to that in Psalm
51:11. After asking God to forgive his
sins, cleanse him, and create in him a

new heart he also prays, “Do not cast
me from your presence or take your
Holy Spirit from me.” After sinning
sexually, David is concerned that God
might cast him from his presence. He
asks that God would never take his
Holy Spirit from him. That is not an
uncommon feeling for someone who
has sinned sexually. The Canons of
Dort 5.5 speaks of this same matter.
It lists the effects of serious sins and
says, “By such gross sins, they greatly
offend God, incur the guilt of death,
grieve the Holy Spirit, suspend the
exercise of faith, severely wound their
consciences and sometimes for a
while lose the sense of God’s favor—
until they return to the right way
through sincere repentance and God’s
fatherly face again shines upon them.”
Some lose a sense of God’s favor as a
result of their sexual sin. Some also
feel the heavy hand of God on them,
as David expresses in Psalm 32:3–4,
“When I kept silent, my bones wasted
away through my groaning all day
long. For day and night your hand
was heavy upon me; my strength was
sapped as in the heat of summer.”
If there is still no repentance and
forgiveness, instead of receiving the
covenant blessings of God, they come
under the covenant curse. The Bible
talks about that in Proverbs 5:20–23:
“Why be captivated, my son, by an
adulteress? Why embrace the bosom
of another man’s wife? For a man’s
ways are in full view of the LORD,
and he examines all his paths. The
evil deeds of a wicked man ensnare
him; the cords of his sin hold him fast.
He will die for lack of discipline, led
astray by his own great folly.” Or again
in Proverbs 7:22–27, speaking about
a young man who is being way laid
by a prostitute, Scripture says, “All at
once he followed her like an ox going
to the slaughter, like a deer stepping
into a noose till an arrow pierces his
liver, like a bird darting into a snare,
little knowing it will cost him his life.
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Now then, my sons, listen to me; pay
attention to what I say. Do not let your
heart turn to her ways or stray into her
paths. Many are the victims she has
brought down; her slain are a mighty
throng. Her house is a highway to the
grave, leading down to the chambers
of death.” Similarly in 1 Thessalonians
4:3–7 we are taught, “It is God’s will
that you should be sanctified: that you
should avoid sexual immorality; that
each of you should learn to control
his own body in a way that is holy and
honorable, not in passionate lust like
the heathen, who do not know God;
and that in this matter no one should
wrong his brother or take advantage
of him. The Lord will punish men for
all such sins, as we have already told
you and warned you. For God did not
call us to be impure, but to live a holy
life.”
The Bible also teaches us that if a man
hardens himself in this sin and refuses
to repent, the final consequence is
that he will be eternally cast out of
God’s presence. In both 1 Corinthians
6:9–10 and Ephesians 5:5 God says
that the sexually immoral will not
inherit the kingdom of heaven.
The good news that God teaches us
in His Word is that Jesus Christ has

come to rescue us from our sins. He
has defeated sin and the devil and
loves to set us free. When King David
confessed his sin of adultery to the
Lord, God forgave him and renewed
him with His Holy Spirit. It is also
very striking to note that the passage
I quoted earlier from 1 Thessalonians
4 where we are called to be sanctified
and avoid sexual immorality is
followed by an incredible promise. In
1 Thessalonians 5:23–24 the apostle
prays, “May God Himself, the God
of peace, sanctify you through and
through. May your whole spirit, soul
and body be kept blameless at the
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. The
one who calls you is faithful and He
will do it.” God will sanctify all those
who look to Christ in faith. While it is
true that sin may be powerful and its
consequences far reaching, the deeper
truth is that Christ’s power is greater,
and the renewing work of His Holy
Spirit has greater reach than our sins.
By Christ’s power, God will enable us
to live pure and holy lives before Him.

Rev. Dirk Poppe is the pastor of
the Coaldale Canadian Reformed
in Coaldale, AB.
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The books reviewed in this issue are not written for pleasure reading. They are not written by
Reformed authors. The problems they address cross denominational lines. They are difficult
reading, not because the words are big or because they tackle great theological issues. They are
difficult reading because they confront sexual impurity head-on—sometimes in a very graphic
manner. They are meant for the everyday battle that men and women fight against their own
fleshly desires. And they offer perhaps not solutions but helpful methods to use as you engage
in this battle.
Every Man’s Battle:
Winning the War on Sexual
Temptation One Victory at a
Time
By Stephen Arterburn and Fred
Stoeker
Waterbrook Press, 2009
Paperback, 336 pages
ISBN-13: 978–0-307457–97–4

Perhaps one of the finest resources, Every Man’s Battle explains how
easily and how quickly men can fall into the sin of lust. Our society is
saturated with female exploitation and often expects men fall prey to
it. After all, you’re a male, and what’s wrong with looking? Arterburn
and Stoeker explain the false premise behind such thinking. They
invite men to choose true manhood by turning away from taking the
second look and looking to the Lord. In Him there is strength.
Every time I have used this book to help men get beyond their
“just one more look” mentality, I find out that the devil is also very
strong. Most men who acknowledge that they have a problem with
pornography can throw away their magazines. They can monitor more
carefully the websites they visit. By the time we get to section four,
they gratefully receive the instruction that teaches them to “bounce”
and “starve” their eyes.
I am convinced that it is at this point the devil begins to realize that
he is losing the battle. The men are learning to bounce their eyes (look
the other way). With mutual encouragement and accountability, they
are making progress. It is always at this point that the devil seems to
turn up the heat. One truck driver said that he had never been flashed
by more women than when we went through this section of the book.
Once there was a fundraising bikini car wash just down the road from
where we met.
The devil certainly knows how powerful the sin of the eye can be. Eve
fell because the forbidden fruit was appealing to her eyes. Men, who
are very visual, can quickly fall back into the sin of lust. Every Man’s
Battle can help you gain victory over your roving eyes by teaching you
how to have victory over your mind and over your heart.
Also in the series:
Every Young Man’s Battle by Stephen Arterburn and Fred Stoker. This
book has many of the same ideas as Every Man’s Battle, but focuses on
some of the problems faced by young men in high school. This book
is very straightforward. Filled with examples, it teaches more than
abstinence. It provides an understanding for the need for sexual purity.
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Every Young Woman’s Battle by Shannon Ethridge and Stephen
Arterburn. Although there are some similarities in the battle for purity
shared by men and women, there are also huge differences. Ethridge
and Arterburn tackle these differences in a positive way. Giving good
instruction that helps young women understand their battle, the
authors approach sexual purity from emotional, mental, spiritual, and
physical perspectives in a very frank manner, covering material such as
abuse, attraction, and attire. They go on to explain how young women
can guard their minds, their hearts, and their bodies as they wait for
Mr. Right.
Every Woman’s Battle Promise Book by Shannon Ethridge. This book
isn’t actually a part of the series, but is a very handy follow-up to
Every Young Woman’s Battle. After Every Young Woman’s Battle brings
a young woman to a point where she is ready to love Jesus as she
waits for Mr. Right, this easy-to-carry volume provides promises that
God gives while she waits. Each promise from God is broken down
into several sections; each section has a short introduction and then
lists various verses from Scripture where God gives those particular
promises. How wonderful that, while in the midst of the battle to
remain sexually pure, the promises of God to help in the battle can be
right at your fingertips!

Sex is Not the Problem (Lust Is): Sexual Purity in a
Lust-Saturated World
Joshua Harris | Multnomah Books, 2005 | 192 pages, hardcover
ISBN-13 978–1-590525–19–7
Especially helpful for teens, best-selling author Joshua Harris’s book
tackles sexual purity in a lust-saturated world. Harris begins by writing
about the truth about lust and how there should not be as much as a
hint of immorality in the Christian. After acknowledging the difficulty
of the task set before us, Harris explains how those fighting against lust
in their lives cannot win the battle by themselves—they must have the
forgiving power of Christ and the sanctifying power of the Holy Spirit.
Harris goes on to propose methods for fighting against the battle
that rages within us and how we can help each other. Harris frankly
discusses topics such as masturbation, media, and abstinence. He
concludes the book by encouraging accountability partners who work
together to grow in truth and holiness.
The volume ends with seven helpful tips for fighting Internet porn.
This is by far one of the greatest battlegrounds we face. Pornography on
the Internet is readily accessible and private. Setting up guards against
the temptation to visit these sights has become necessary.
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If you find these helpful, you may also
consider the following:
Every Heart Restored by Stephen
Arterburn and Fred and Brenda Stoker
Every Man’s Marriage by Stephen
Arterburn and Fred Stoker
Every Man’s Challenge by Stephen
Arterburn and Fred Stoker
Every Man, God’s Man by Stephen
Arterburn and Kenny Luck
Every Woman’s Battle by Shannon
Ethridge
Preparing Your Son for Every Man’s
Battle by Stephen Arterburn and Fred
Stoker

Wait for Me: Rediscovering the Joy of Purity in Romance
Rebecca St. James | Thomas Nelson, 2008 | Paperback, 208 pages
ISBN-13 978–1-400312–87–0
Using the same title as her recording, Grammy winner Rebecca St. James
has penned a book designed to help teenage girls discover the joy of purity
in romance in a sex-consumed society. Clearly, men are not the only ones
who struggle with purity. More and more women are using pornography;
teenage girls look to Lady Gaga and the like as their role models. In a culture
where “friends with benefits” has become the norm, the pressure for sex is
overwhelming.
St. James writes about what true romance should be, how to guard one’s
thoughts in order to make wise decisions, and practical ways to wait for
marriage. In one chapter, “The Ecstasy (or Agony) of Sex,” St. James writes
about the heartache experienced by young teens who gave themselves to
someone they thought loved them. She goes on to explain mental, physical,
and spiritual consequences of premarital sex.
Near the end of the book, St. James writes a beautiful chapter about
forgiveness and hope for those who are already riddled with guilt and
shame. She also provides a chapter where she answers blunt frequently asked
questions such as “How far is too far?” to “How do you talk to someone about
sexual purity without sounding like you think you are better than you are?”

Sexual Healing: God’s Plan for the Sanctification
of Broken Lives
David Kyle Foster | Regal Books, 2005 | Paperback, 250 pages
ISBN-13 978–0-830737–34–5
This is a frightening book! It was written by a man who was in bondage to
various sexually addictive behaviors. God took David Kyle Foster out of his
bondage and made him the founder and director of Mastering Life Ministries
in Jacksonville, Florida where he ministers to those who are where he once
was.
In graphic terms, Foster lays down the foundation for healing—God. Only He
can restore a person and make him whole again. Only He can lead you to live
by grace rather than performance. Once you understand that, only He can
give you a proper focus for sexuality.
After laying down the foundation for sexuality, Foster tackles specific areas of
sexual impurity including homosexuality, child sexual abuse, sexual addition,
pornography, and masturbation. In each area, Foster shows how quickly and
easily addiction can occur.
While the graphic nature of the book can be very disturbing, it does illustrate
the horror of sexual impurity. Those who are not convinced as to the depth of
depravity to which sexual sins lead need only read this book. If, however, you are entangled by this sin
already, Foster offers good, solid advice for how to escape. At the end of each chapter in which Foster
seeks to build our foundation for purity, he offers positive exercises for the reader to use in building a
solid foundation in God to help in the battle. Then, in the chapters that detail the horror of the various
sexual addictions, Foster gives one-page, detailed exercises for getting beyond the sin. Even if you never
read the chapter, the exercises at the end of the chapter can prove to be very beneficial.
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The grief of miscarriage, stillbirth, and newborn loss is often misunderstood and frequently
ignored. In Little One Lost: Living with Early Infant Loss, Glenda Mathes writes of her own
experience and shows from Scripture that these littlest ones are not really lost. Several couples
share personal stories about a variety of losses, including the pain of infertility. Additional sections
deal with acknowledging loss, finding comfort, grieving with hope, and healing pain. Steeped in
biblical wisdom, this book will resonate with mourning parents and assist anyone who longs to
comfort those who grieve a little one lost.
Glenda Mathes is an author, editor, and poet who regularly writes for Christian Renewal magazine.
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infant loss, and hopeful because of Christ, Who loses no little ones.”
—Dr. Marvin Olasky, Editor-in-chief, WORLD
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Covenant Theology Explored
“People often ask me for a basic or introductory book on covenant theology. Now we’ve
got one—Sacred Bond. Brown and Keele explain covenant theology in basic and readable
terms. Better yet, they do so without succumbing to the tendency to talk down to the reader
or make the complicated too simplistic—a common problem with introductory texts. This
book does many things well, but perhaps the most important thing it does is that it will help
people to better understand their Bibles. That, it seems to me, is what makes this book so
valuable. And that is why you should buy it, read it, and digest it. To understand covenant
theology is to understand the Bible.”
—Dr. Kim Riddlebarger, pastor of Christ Reformed Church (URCNA) in Anaheim, CA, and
author of A Case for Amillennialism: Understanding the End Times
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